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MEMORANDUM
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

Slii:CRFY-1'"/NODIS (GDS)

5743 Add-on #3
ACTION

.Octob~
MEMORANDUM FOR:
FROM:

ROBER

OAKLEY

\1')0

SUBJECT:
from Prime Minister Bhutto of Pakistan

You will recall Prime Minister Bhutto's messages to the President
and you of June 13 following your meeting with Aziz Ahmed in Ankara
[Tab II]. You replied to both of these via a message to Bhutto and oral
instructions to Ambassador Byroade, which Byroade noted, effectively
closed out the June 13 messages [Tab III]. In your message to Bhutto,
you also acknowledged his new letter to the President of August 17,
indicating that the President would respond after you had a chance to
discuss it with him following your return from the Middle East.
The President has now seen Aziz Ahmed but he still owes Bhutto a
reply to the August 17 letter. At Tab I is a memo transmitting that
letter and proposing a reply. The suggested reply has been developed
from a State draft and coordinated here, revised to reflect the fact of
the Presidential meeting last week.
RECOMMENDATION: That you forward the memo at Tab I to the
President seeking his signature on a letter of reply to Bhutto.
-----APPROVE

__________

_ _ _ _ _APPROVE AS AMENDED

Concurrence
in Presidential reply: Messrs.
,.....
MICPi__r:,-_1,~1
DO __ _

Solomo~clilfJ~

DAU

Nov t_l1S7s
~·o

~-

l------:_

SECRET /NODIS (GDS)

/).( 4"/o¥

Subject to GDS of E. 0. 11652
Automatically Downgraded at Two
Year Intervals and Declassified on
December 31, 1983.
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/
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MEMORANDUM

i

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

5743 - Add-on #3
ACTION

~E:R:JB'f' /NODIS

(GDS)

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:
Reply to Lett-~~r. om Prime Minister
Bhutto of Pa~tan
.

SUBJECT:

At Tab B is a letter to you from Prime. inister Bhutto expressing his
concern over the direction of Soviet p icies in South Asia. These concerns are not new but they have bee heightened by recent events such
as the Helsinki Summit--which Bh to thinks will permit the Soviets to
devote even more time to their a bitions in South Asia--and statements
allegedly made recently by the S iet representative in Kabul implying
sympathy for Afghan designs on ak territory.
Bhutto does not make explicit ew appeals to you for greater political
and material support but doe state that Soviet aggressive designs on
Pakistan are encouraged by he lack of "credible evidence of support
from the us. 11
Bhutto 1 s letter is
attempt to keep his security concerns before
you and to elicit your pe sonal reassurance and support. Aziz Ahmed
followed the same them s in his talks with you here and with me in
New York. Within the ramework of our -current policy toward South Asia
and our interest in av tding any destabilizing moves, we are doing about
as much as we can fof Pakistan, including economic assistance, PL-480
and military sales Pfograms. You and I have ;nade this clear to Aziz
Ahmed.
I
If only for reason /of courtesy, I believe that you should send a written

reply to :ahutto,
although you ha

ivirig broad reassurance on the issues he raises,
said as much to Aziz Ahmed.
' <?-·

RECOMMEND

•

That you sign e letter to Prime Minister Bhutto at Tab A.
has been cleare with Paul Theis.)

S:BeR!3'T"/NODIS (GDS)

~ :!Jf4fDI/

fc

~·

S,

(Thete~}

Subject to GDS of E. 0. 11652
Automatically Downgraded at Two
Year Intervals and Declassified on
December 31, 1983.

.THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Mr. Prime Minister:
Thank you for your letter of August 17. It i important
that we maintain the close personal dialogu which we
so effectively began in our very construct· e meetings
of last February. I know that Secretary f State Kissinger
has also be
in touch with you, and bot of us have now
had the oppor unity to exchange views
th your Minister
of State, Aziz
ed.
Let me assure you t the outset there is no question that
the integrity and inde endence of P
stan are important
to the United States an essential to he stability of South
Asia. In a period in whi
we are orking to lessen
tensions between the major owers while safeguarding
our vital security interests a d th se of our friends, my
Governrn.ent remains fully cog · z t of its responsibility
to insure that an easing of tensio s in one area does not
create opportunities for exploita
elsewhere. Nor can
it in any way impact adversely
o r relations with other
countries in our objectives of r gio 1 stability and world
peace. We have, therefore,
ade cl ar to the Soviet
leadership that our continuing/attentio to improved
relations between the United ~tates and 'f e Soviet Union
is heavily conditioned by devplopments in
er parts of
the world. I believe this popition is well un rstood and
will continue to benefit you'I/ Nation's security
d inde'
pendence.
I
"""
I

th~re

'

Let me emphasize that
will be no lessening o;our
resolve to help our frien9-s in South Asia. Secretary
Kissinger has already !2~de clear our appreciation for
Pakistan's concerns. /nese have been the subject of

-.

continuing attention in the United States Govermnent for
some time, as you know from our d" cussions here last
February and as you have certain!
eard from Aziz Ahmed
and your Ambassador in Washin
I believe we have taken significa t steps to help Pakistan,
both through the lifting of the a
s embargo and in our
on-going economic assistance rograms. In the months
ahead there will be visiblefe'ults, as we respond to
specific requests for arms p rchases and as we reach
new agreements on various conomic development programs.
We admire the progress Yfu have stimulated in the process
of normalization of relatifns among the countries of South
Asia and we intend to colftinue to offer maximum encouragement to your e forts.
i
to r~iterate my strong wish to visit
Pakistan at an ea ly date and to meet with you again.
It now appears th my schedule through the remainder
of this year will m ke it impossible for me to accept your
warm hospitality a~- his time. As you know, I do plan to
visit the People 1 s ,Re ublic of China fairly soon. I intend
to discuss with th,e Cll"nese leaders our common interests
in promoting st~~ility i South Asia and your important
contribution to i:Jlat end.
look forward to accepting your
hospitality at a pnutually c venient time. In the meantime,
I remain grateful for and co mitted to the further strengthening of the
relations be ween our two countries.
In closing, I wa

cJse

With best peljsonal wishes,
I
i
Sincerely,

His Excellency
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto
Prime Minister of the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan
Islamabad

Islamabad,
August 17, 1975.
PRIME MINISTER

Dear Mr. President,
I am writing to share w1 th you our
apprehensions over the likely Soviet role in
Asia after the Helsinki Summit, particularly
following recent developments in our region.
2.

We feel deeply disturbed over the

establishment of an authoritarion system in
India on the one band, and the growing hostility
of an unstable Afghan regime towards Pakistan
on the other.

Our fears are heightened by our

perception of the increasing dependence of these
two regimes in our immediate neighbourhood on
the Soviet Union with which they are allied and
which is enabled by the Helsinki accord to pay
greater attention to our region in pursuance of its
historic objectives and global ambitions.

We

foresee that, assured of security in Europe, the
Soviet Union will relentlessly exert pressures on
the smaller states of Asia and on Pakistan in
particular, with a view to achieving its purpose
of establishing an unchallengable sphere of influence
in this continent.

3.

Situated as we are, we cannot but be

conscious of Soviet designs and the nature of
Soviet ambitions in Asia, and what these portend
for us.

Despite the Soviet Union's role in the

dismemberment of our country in 1971, we have,
within the framework of our principles and policies,
••• 2-

Page- 2
PRIME MINISTER

left no stone unturned to improve our relations
with it in order to reduce its hostility ·towards
Pakistan which, rightly or wrongly, it has
regarded as an obstacle in the path of its
ambitions in Asia.
purpose of

my

This

abo~e

all was the

visit to Moscow in March 19?2 and

again in October last year.
4.

Soviet goals and ambitions are inflexible

and hardly amenable to any basic change as a result
of the efforts of a small country such as ours,
which in the interest of the preservation of its
own sovereignty, national independence and
territorial integrity, bas stoutly declined to toe
the Soviet line.

The passage of time makes clearer

both the ever-growing threat to our existence from
Moscow's expansionist policies and the woeful
inadequacy of our resources to meet this threat.
The Soviet Union is determined to subject
us to intensified pressures while continuing to be
outwardly affable.

The most recent and disturbing

illustration of this came during recent exchanges
between our diplomats and their Soviet counter parts
in Kabul. Our Minister was asked by his Soviet
counter part whether Pakistan would agree to cede
some territory to Afghanistan. On receiving a firm
reply in the negative the Soviet Minister threw
up his hands and said, "Then God alone knows what
will happen." When our Ambassador

soug~t

clarification

of the Soviet attitude from the Soviet Ambassador,
the latter not only accused Pakistan of not wanting
to improve relations with Afghanistan but went so far
as to assert that the Durand Agreement - defining
the international frontier between Afghanistan and

Page- 3
PRIME MINISTER

Pakistan - was a legacy of the colonial times
which Pakistan should not try to defend and that the
Durand Line bad been foisted upon the Afghans,
since no nation would, according to the Soviet
Ambassador,

'~llingly

agree to have its own

people divided into two parts."

The Soviet Ambassador

concluded b.1 saying that the Asian Security Pact was
the real and the only answer for establishing
peace and security in Asia.
6.

I have no doubt that the United States

is cognizant of the Soviet threat to the countries
of this region and in particular to Pakistan which
has so far stood its ground.

We greatly appreciate

the various statements of political support to
Pakistan which were given to us by the United States
at the highest level to counter the Soviet threat.
The fact, however, needs to be registered that
these declarations, valuable though they are, seem
to have made little tapact on Soviet expansionism.
Soviet policies continue to be stridently asserted
and Soviet purposes aggressively reiterated.

?.

In these circumstances, our ability to

resist Soviet pressures will depend not so much
on the reliance we place on the American political
assurances as on the credibility the Soviet Union
attaches to them.
of support from the

The lack of a credible evidence

u.s.

encourages the Soviet Union

to expect that the security requirements of Pakistan
/

would compel us to make readjustments

demanded b.1

the changing power equilibrium in our region •
.. · .')

?--...._.,...,....

•••• 4-
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PRIME MINISTER

a.

I need hardly assure you, Mr. President,

ot how much we cherish our relations with the United
States.

We sincerely hope that they will continue

to expand and gain strength in the coming months
and

will be sustained by our commitments to the

goals and objectives of peace and stability which
we share.
With 1111' best wishes and warmest
personal regards,
Yours sincerely,

His lt.ltcellency
Mr. Gerald R. Ford,
President of the United States of America,
WASHING'!ON D.C.
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My dc ··r Dr. Kissinger,
As you are aware, we have do:1c, and will co::1tinuc
to d6,

.>•H

utmost to normalize o·.n relations with India in

ace or• ·~nee ·with the Simla Agreement.

Nevertheless, we are

serio;; ·:ly concerned over the prohability <?!:India decidin~ to
launc1-. :. ~. war against Pakistan in ,\rhich Afghanistan will also
join a:. : both ·will have the full Sacking. of the Soviet Union.

.. . .

Such

a war ~·o:.1ld co::ne at any time the So·.riet Unio:1. sho·.1ld judge the

situa.t~

·1.

to be ripe.

It is our asse\sment that it c.ould be unleasl1ed
-·.....----·.
.. ·--. ·- . .. - · . --

within ~wo years, before we have had the time adequ:1tely to
---- --- ..·----··· -·
.c;;trengthen'o·.n- defence capability. India could contrive a pretext
· on.the ~asis

o[

it::; brazen claim to Jammu and Kashrr)ir S"ein~ an

1ntegr.::l p:trt of: India and Pakistan being in ~oiltrol oE a part o: the
State.

~

->

Against this backgrou~1.d, I was rc lieved to hear

.....::::.
<;:)--

{

~~1f

v:

~-~ ~ t:-

........
«l "Vl•

·a
0

~~ ...
....l~g

i

~-~~~

Ixom Mr. Aziz Ahmed what yon had to~d Gromyko and what
yo•l plat;n.:::d to tell the Chinese abo·Jt the actio:1 the United States
wo~1ld take if the Soviet Unio:.1 attacked China fo•.: coming to

Pakistan•s assistance in the event of a:1. Indian attack on Pakist~n.
This latter assur.::m-:e co·.1lcl have a most vital
bearing

Ot'l

the balance of po·.ver in Asia and fo1·tify peace and.

stauilHy in thi!j c.ritic:.tl rq;ion.

-~

I co-1siclcr it to he Lht~ most

effe ctive co ·_tntel' yet to the So•1iet amuitio·. ts to (!Xtenc.l hegcn1oily
/

over t h~ rcgio;1 co:nprisin~ the Pcrslan· Gulf ::md the . sub-continent.

---

-2To Pa~ stan, which is tp.c· immediate targd of thes~ ambitio:1s,

it co·. n<· ; as a refreshing indicatio::1 of
r ··

~.

dcf:erminatio•1 in t h e

a a ·::!W

Unitccl -::tate s Admin i'stration to safeguard peace and stability in

·'
So·.1th . ;ia.
I should also add that thi.s assurance is anothc r
manifc:·:ation of the far-sighted statesma!lship and c~arity of
vision · .<~ich I, like many others, have alw·ays admired in yo:.1.
Only s ;.: : :1 a perception o£ lurking dangers and the u..'1.di stracte d
-~ill .t o ;~·.·crt t.h em can transform the :fears of today into the ho?e s
of. to:nc .. :-ow.

•

..

May l suggest that the questioh of Chinese assist a nc e
- -- --

to Paki s !~ an. in the event of. an Indian attad~ may be taken up with

.

;

the Chine s e leaders while they are still co::1sidc ring the issue. lt
·.
could h e 1p them materi a lly to decide wh a t Chin a could .do in· th a t
I

co'!lting c :--. .::: y.

I

1-•

-

Mr. Aziz Ahmed took up the matter of the Chinese

press attacks on the United States with the Chinese Amb~ss a dor

-·'

'

along the lines indic a t e d by y-ou so·:>::l. after his return from .P. .nk.a r a .
:1,, , ......., .•

W .1 th w a rm person a l regards,

··

~-:-·

··tl

.1')-(~--. -1-v---v

...

I

~- ~lfil'(ar

ip

...

-

Yours since rely,

..•..•
.·.•·

.

..

\\\

~ /}.c._~~

Ali Dhutto

I

His F. x c c llc n::y :11· . : 1,: t1ry .-'~. K isdn g.-:-r ,
S -.:: crcr.;1rv] (lr ~; : .1tc fo r F o r ,·if'l1
,\If~li r:s ,
.>
\V a -:; h in ~r t o :1 l <..; •
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PRIME MINISTER

Prime Minister'.s House
Rawalpindi

13 June 1975

.
Dear Mr. President,

.

I have been wanting to write to you on a matter
of.vital interest both . .to the securitY, o! Pakistan and to the
r}eace and stability of our vast .and popu~ous "region.

However,

· ~ince you have been preoccupied with momentous issues relating
:

..

~

to Europe and the Middle East, I th-ought it beiter to wait until

~

you returned home_ and had time to address your attention to
-.:-~

.

-.'=-

·.

~:

other matters of .importance to world peace.

On May Z2, Secreta;), Ki~singer and my Minister
of State for Defence ?.nd Foreign Aff?.irs; Mr. A?.i?: Ah.meQ, :!T'~t
Jli the t;ourse~ ~ ·that·mecti~1g, Dr. ,Ki&&-inger .-informed

in :Ankara.

Mr. Ahmed that he had spoken to Soviet Fo1·eign Minister Gromyko

in very strong terms to the effect that an Indian attack

O:l.

Pakistan

with Soviet equipment'would invite a respo:1se from ~he United

--...
~
Q
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States.
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It is an established fact that practically all of

India's armecl _forces are equipped with Soviet weapons •

·:::'o".',::Mcl.e~vc=r •.,·:,m.....~.cl-:J:he.3ndB-So~i Treaty o! 1971, an armed

attack on Pakistan by India would necessarily carry Soviet approval
and, indeed, direct involveme-nt.
As you arc aware, Mr. -President, my Government
is determined to further ~he process of normalization of rclatio:-~.s
.,

with India in accord::mcc with the Simla Agreement.
,j

sustain this policy as lon'g
~

._·

.
;;

..,,

~

' "'·

· . . :.:v~~~-

~

ilS

it is rc.dprocated by India.
,:
I,

:

..;.--.;
('

. . · .... , j

We will

~~ ••~

lit\

••
PRIME MINISTER

-zNevertheless, our co:1sidered assessment of the situation,

-

....... ....·
~

..

'· ·

..

,

.as Mr. Ahmed conveyed to Dr. Kissinger, is that war could
·come at any time the Soviet Union wanted· it, as India would
have no difficulty in contriving an excuse for starting_one.
For instance, India could brazenly e~;ssert its spurious claim

..

·to the whole o! the State of Jammu and Kashmir as an integral
·.part o! India and prepare the stage for an invasion of Azad
. •.

Kashmir .on the pretext that it sought to release it from Pakistan's
. .control.

All-oat hostilities would be ineluctable result.
:nr: Kissinger asked what China would do in the

·.

~vent

-~·-··

oi an Indian attack on Pakistan.

We had put precisely

~~:~:~
-

:r.·~'--r:

··-:-·.

-:.

the same question to the Chinese Vice-Premier when he visited
Pakistan recently.

The Chinese Government are considering

this question but have given us no answer so far.

Their

,decision in this regard cannot but be influenced by the existence
_-.:.

...

o{

the Indo-Soviet Treaty.

The constraint on China's freedom

. to act as a :a;esult of this Treaty was tragically demonstrated
·wl1en India attacked Pakistan in.l971.

China was hamstrung while
\

.

·-~akistan was dismembered with Soviet instigation and support.

,...···-nr~-~~issinger then enquired whether he could
..

:

-:.:

...:...:.~·

0

.ask China what exactly it would d'! if India attacked Pakistan
and added that, if China posed the counter-question as to what"
·-the United States would do in such an event, it would be informed
that if India attacked Pakistan and China came to its help and if
in consequence the Soviet Union attacked,'jChina, the United
.. States would not be able to stay out o! that situation.
1:
I

0.

....

·.

..

·-~.

PRIME MINISTER

•

-3-

·r:-:

.,
R

To Pakistan, confronted with an overwhelming
military threat from India and Afghanistan, both a:s:-med and
__.,.'";"":.,.:

,--:'' . ...

backed by the Soviet Union, this forthright enunciation of the

:\

determination of the United States to ward off a,danger_ o£ vast

.·

and incalculable proportions comes as most welcome news •

.

~=~

.-

·I. am deeply impressed, Mr. President, by the

.

;

clarity with which your Administration has perceived the

.f

.....
.··:- .
... -

implications o£ an attack on Pakistan for the peace and stability

~·

of this strategic area.

..

This unclouded approach envisages,· for

the first time, a co:1crete step which could restore the power
.,

equilibrium in this region.

I

This could operate as a decisive

· factor in maintaining peace, defending freedom and protecting
the vital interests of the United States in South Asia. If the
:.:·

shadow of blackmail and the spectre of war which darken the
horizons o! this strife-torn subcontinent were removed from it,

.

a turning point would be reached
in its history. The global
.

~

balance of pov;er would

ga~n

reality and the_ structure of peace

in ou: critical region could become truly inviolable.

•

With best wishes and warm regards,

(r•:

·.

-·.

. ,.

Yours sincerely,

-k·~ £...-:
z/£ika: Ali Bhutto

His Excellency Mr. Gerald R. Ford,
President of the United States of America
White House,
Washi'.!gion D. C.
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2.

STATE 2J2~08 TOSEC 100162

BEGIN MtSSAGEI

DEAR MR,

PR~M~ MlNI~TER:

SINCE I UNOtRSTAND THAT YOU PLAN 10 VIS1 SAUDI ARABIA
1 HI~ CUill NG ~lUt.;OA ~· 1 . I T t10ULiHT 1 T Ml GHT 8f: HtLPf Ul. Tli GIVE
YOU A ~~l~f R~PUHT ON Th~ CUHKE~T SlAtUS Of THE MID~L~ ~AST
~~GUTIATlU~~. 5I~Ct COMING TU lH~ iH~A, I-HAVE ti~tN eNGAGED
IN THE INlE~~lV~ NEGOTIATIONS I~ ~N EfFUHT TO H~LP tGYPf ~NO
ISRAEL AC~ItVE A FURTHER INTtklM hGREtM~NT ~HlCn ~UULU,-IN OUR
vI t:. o'l 1 coNs T1Tu Tt. A. s 1 Grd F1c iN T s Tt P Tu w..4 riD TH 1:. JusT At~ o · · ·.·
LA~TING PEAL~ IN THt. MlOOLE E~ST hhlCH Kl~Al~S UUK OVtRKIUING
UtlJE.CTlVt. • . THE IJtGUTIATlOI\IS HAVE tJi:.E.~ UIH·lCULT •. THt. 15kAt.LIS
AR~ CO~CtRNtU·A~UUT TH~-MILlTAHY AND 5TKAT~blC IMPLlCATlONSOF WITHDRAWAL fHUM THE PASSES ANO OlL flELOS lN SlN~l 1~ CIR•
· sEcru-:{ ··
..
·
·· ·· -;: ;0\'.u .
~· ~

..
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NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT THE AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRET

Departnzp12t of State

CUMSTANCES wHERE AN eND TO ~ELLIG~RtNCY AND PE.ACE STIL Ll~
IN THE FUTUHt • . ThE t~YPTIAN5, fUH TH~IH PAKT, AHt tUNCtN~ED
A~UUT tNTEHl~G PULitlCAL urlUE~TAKl~GS ThAT ARt OF Sl~~ltl~A~CE
To 1HE AHAtl huH(u·G~NEHALLY lN.CIRCUM~TANLtS .~HtRt MucH-OF ··
THt::IR At~U 01Ht:H AHA~ TtKKl TURY r<Eht.iN~ UCCUPH.O A~D THE . LE~ITlrATt lNliH~5T~ Of Tnt PALtSTINl~N~ kt:hAlN UNfUL~ILLtO,
OESPIT~ THt~t-PDLlTlCAL C~~5TRA1Nt5 0~ ~OTH SlUtS, 1 ~t~I~VE WE
HAVE MAuE CU~SlUtRAti~E PRU~KE&S A~U THAT THt CHANCES fO~ . ACMlE'VI•~G THl:) AuHI:.i:.~"•U•T ,.;-tt:. Guuo. t.vE~>~ tniJUuH A t-.iUMdE.R Of
OB5lACLtS HtMAlN. TO. dE UYE~CUht. AND A SUCCt&SFUL CONC(U~ION
15 NOT YtT fULLY ASSUHtO, I ~ANT TO tMPHA5lZt iN-PARTICULAR
THAT PHESIDtNT SAUAl hAS APPHOACHtD ThE.NtuOTlATIONS ~ItH·· Gt.NUlt;t STA1t6MAN5HlP 1 AIW HiAT-i'lt HAVE MAU HEAKTt:.tdNG SUPPORT
.
- . . .
.
.
• . ·~ K0 M 0 UR ~ A~ U~- ~ H_1 I:. NDS 1
- - .

I RECOGNIZE THAT THEME IS CONCERN IN THE ARAB WOR~D THAT
THIS Au~EEMt:.NT,-lf ACHIEV£0 1 wl(L LEAD TO DIMINISHEO lNTEHEST
IN FU~TrlER htGOTl~TlONS FO~ A~ OVtH~L( S~TTLEMENT Of ALC - ASPtCTS OF Thi. AKAti""'!SkAELl ·P.fHJti.L:.l, IT l~ .u.uR f lRM IN• ..
. TENTION, HU~tVER 1 THAT THE~E-MUST. tit. 0N•GOlNG NtGUTlATIONS ~·
HO~~VtR blffl~ULT THtY WlLL e~ ANU HOhEVtH MUCH TlM~ TH~YMAY TAK~ -~-~ITH-RtSPECT 10 THE SY~lAN AND OTHER ~S~~CTS
Of THE PROHLtM; OUH.NATIONA~ lNT~~~SlS kt.UUlHt NOT8l~GLESS.
I AM. CE~lAlN THAT THE SAUDI LEAOtkS ~UULD UE-Ht~
A5 SUR ED B y A'" Y £ NC0 UK AGEI! E NT Y0 U . CUlJ L I) Gl Vt. T HE M, . - TH£
PRESIDENT AND r· ARE-·UEltRMl~EU tO-PUH~U~ TMlS EffORt ANU 1
DESPITE SOME Of THE ulffiCULTIES ~E-AKE EXPtKIENClNG ATHOM~, I AM CON~IUtNT THAT THE. A~EklCAN CUN~KESS A~PEPOPLE wi~~-SUPPUHT-OUH PEACE EFFUHTS ANU UUR POLlCIES OF
STHENGTHEt-.:!Nu Rt.LATIUNS WITH OUR ARAo FRlEt-.L>S, TtH::"v£RYACHl~VEMtNT Uf A NEri AGREtMtNT 5HUULD HAVE A POSITIVE .
EFFECT UN THt-PSYCHULOGICAL ATMOSPHtRt AND1 If IT-IS.
SCRUPULOUSLY lMPLI:.M~NTtU AND O~SEkVtD, CA~ BHUAL>tN tH~
BAIS Of C0Ntl0~NC~ wHICh IS NtEOtU ~Ok ~UTH SlOtS TO tAKE
THE HARD pu[ITlCAL UtCISIUNS THAl-WILL ~~ KtQUIHEO AS-TriE
PROCESS GUES fUHI-lARU IN Hit. MONTHS AHtAO, ..
- .
I WOULD ALSU LIKt TO TAKE ThiS OCCASION, MH, PRIME
YUU HUW PLEAStO-T~~ PHtSlUENT AND 1
MINISTf.K 1 TO TtL~
~HUM YUU IN Y0UH L~TT~~S U~ JUhE 1~ KEGAHDlNG
WEI-<t:. TO HEAl<
fUH PAtc.lSTANIS St:.CUI\lTY, 1 RtuRET THAT·- - .. YOU CUNC:EkN&
. . ,(''f(y:1i)·-...
- - . . . . 4E6HiH---.....
!
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... :·
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~;

:
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~
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THE DEMANDS OF THE MIDDLE EAST NtGOTIATlONS HAVE DELAYED
MY sENUlhG YU0 A CO~Sl0E~ED HtSPU~St 6E~UR~ ThiS, 1
HAVl: Dl~CUS~tO YUGK LETTEkS I~ utTAlL ~jTH THt PRESlDENT
AND Ht HAS A5KEO ME T~ ASSURE YUU lHAT wE AHE OtEPLY . SYMPATHE11C l~ YUUR CONCEt~NS. 11 ~A~ hll" THt~E IN MIND
THAT THt Pk~SIU~NT O~DtktD TH~ LifTING Of ThE. EMDARGO ON
ARMS SALtS TU P~~l51AN LAST ~~bHUAHY.- ~~ ARE ALSO CDMMlTTE.D
TO DU rirlAT ~t CAN T~ HELP MEET YUuH FUOU AN~ ECONOMiC
.I
ASSl&TANCt HL~UlHEMtNTS IN 1H~ YE~~ AntA~. THIS IS .. AN
lNTEG~AL PA~T Of UUH EffORTS 10 A~SUHE PAKISTANIS CONTINUED
SECU~lTY ANU "tCL•BtlNG; l H~Vt ~L~O-AS~EO AMtiASSAUOR ~YROADE
T 0 C0 .~ Vt. Y uUR V ll: 1\ S Ut.. 'I AR1 0 lJ S ~ P t. C 1 f l C PU l f~ T S Y0 U t< A 1 S1::. 0 - l N
Y0 '! EAk L I E. k - L E ~! ~ ~ ,
- - ·· ·· ·· ,
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~.:-/~.·I
-u •.
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MPH A 5 I Z I 1'- G YUU r< C0 NC f:. Hf'i 5 IN Hit:. L 0 NT t. X T 0 r· R f:: C C:. N i

C 0 r., V t.. H~AT I 0 t~ l

.~ ~ET~tEN YOUK t<~PHtStNlATIVES AND ~OVI~T-DIPLOMATS-1~ ~A~U~.UPON MY

~~TU~N

10

~A~HI~GTO~,

I

~lLLDIScus~

lHE. PRESitH:.NT, At"\IJ Hf.:. wiLL, Ot COLI St.r bt R

THIS

·u~JtCT
tH3 1

J

I

hlTH

0~

0"EANflF.ILE, I ONJERS!ANLJ YOU AkE ~t:t.Kli\IG CLA.riifl~A~IUN.ft.;OM I.E
SOVIET GOVEk~~ENT 0~ THE SIGNlflCANCE Of THt STAltMtNTS MADt
BY ITS oFtiClALS. I~ KAUUL, AND l HO~E y6u HILL KEEP~ ·-

u

AMli A3 S AIJlli{
Yf< 0 ADC:. I NF 0 K ~1 E D ,
WAkM Rt.GARDS 1
..
. .

- .. ~

i

-

H~N~Y

A, KISSING~~
ENO MES5AGE- .. --••

. ,_'.t.~•• ' .: •

IN CONVeYING THt ABOVE MESSA~E TO PKIME MINISTER
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fOR THE AM~AS5ADOR FROM THE SECRETARY
- ..
YOU SHOULD MA~E !HE fOL~DhlNG. POINTS&
.

--

,hf .. ·l'tERf. ,flLEASt.O ,lO··NDTE T·HE··PftiME ·HIN·IS'lt:F<'S EX .. ·
PRESSION, 1~ niS-JUNf LETTERS, UF CDNTl~~lNG SUPPURT

fOH THE SIMLA PROCESS.

WE hAVE. ALSO ~OTED THt ~1St-POLICIES
DUNINC:i ThlS . . . . --

OF CAUTION AND Ht:.STt<AINT SHOWN ~y THE GOP

DELICATE PE~IUD Ut DIFF1CUL1IE~ I~ ~~~IA,

IT IS OUR VIE~ THAT CONTINUED PkUGRtSS UNDER THE
SIMLA PKOCtSS WILL RtOUCE THE PUS5!UlLITY OF. RENEWED
HOSTILI1ILS UN lHE SUtiCONTINENT. ThE IhMtUlAlE INTtREST
OF Trl~ UNITtU SiAT~~, ANJ ONE WHICH wt fULLY SHARt ~ItH
PA~ISTA~, Is TO.A9E~T SUCH AN EVE~TUALITY.
IT wAS witH
TrliS OUJECT!Yt lN MINU THAT THE StCKElARY CONVtYEU TO
fONtiGN MINISTEK GR0MYKO IN MAY THE S£HIUUS~ESS WlT~ WHICH
THE UNlTEO STATts· ~OULD REGARu AN INUlCAN ATTAC~ AGAINST PAKISTAN, +iL:,.,.;l':{.1-~.:'r·.~ :.:c;\.£•1-i ~i.:': Kt.. ;,L'~iN T L ~t:L 1 t:. VE THAT THt:. SUViET
L~AUER~~IP rlA5 ~ULLY UNuENSTOOD THE PUSITIUt-.1 Of Tn~ UNIIEC
STATES U~ T~l~ ~~t:.S!ION,
. - ...
DIRECT INVOLVEMENT HY THE SOVIET UNIO~ ANO CHINA IN A
SOUTt1 ASlAI'i ClJNr"L.lCT WOULD, OF COURSE, HAVt. Ir.PLICATIONS , ""·;
OF THE GHAVttiT NAl'URt. AND.I'iOUl:l)--Bt UF Gkt:AT CONCER~-TO -/ ,.v·"..! <
THE UNITI::O !)TATts;. THE:. RESPONSE UF THE UNITED STATES
/':-··
WOULD ~E A MATTtK fU~ CONSIUENATIUN ~~THE tXtCUTlV£
,u
-~

.......

·~.

,,
I·'

"

· Deparlmfnt of State

bRANCH lN CLUS~ CUN~ULTATlON WITH THE CONGHtSS IN
ACCOKOAN~E "IlH Tht.KtOUIREMENTS OF OU~ CUN~TlTUT!ON
AND OUR

O~LlGATlONS UNlJE.H

AGHEEMtNT

~lTH ~AKISTAN.

lnt:. 1Y59

~1UTUA~ COOPt.KATlUN
.

.

TriE PRt.SIUt.NT AND THf SECRETARY AHE HOPEFUL THAT ~HEY
~ILL HAVt. THE OfPOkTUNlTY TO HULD.TALKS IN Pt:.Kl~G-W1TH
LEAUE~S Of tn~ P~OP(tiS Ht.PU~LIC ~f ChlNA LATEk THIS YEAR,

1Ht:.5E TALKS-~UULO ~hUVIUE AN UPPOHTUNITY TU OlSCUS~·THE.
fULL RANGE. OF StCUkiTY ISSUES Af~t:.CllNG RtLATlDNS B~T~Et.N
OUH cbUNTHltS A~U PA~ISTANr AND-~AY~ lN ~hlCH OUR GOVt:.RNMENf
Ml GHT C1J r~ T1 i\ Ut. TU AS 51 S T P AK1ST AN IN ·1 T5 t:. r f 0 RTS T0 MAI NT AIN
.ITS SEC.:Ur<II~:•. .
..

THE SECRETAHY WAS MOST APPRt:.CIATIVE THAT MH, Alll
AHMED HAS CUMMUNICATfD TO TH~· C~l~ESE-UUH CONCEHN A~OUT

~nlCH Tht.lH PKOPAGANUA HA~ UN.OUK AbiLITY
MObi~IZf:. DUtl~·?TI~··'SU~PORT -~0~ !11~ ~R~IS ~[CUHI!Y,

THE FFECT
TO

-

IN OlSCUSSNG YOUR LETTERS IN ~AShlNGTON, I FOUND A
DEEP A~U CUNTih~lNG lhTt:.~tST lN TriE AUMlNI~1RATlON IN
PAKISTAN'S SLCW~llY AN0 wELFAHE 1 ANU A STHONG DESIR~ TO
BE H~LPfU~ l~·HAYS THAT AR~ IN AC~OkDANt~ WITH OU~ UW~
Lt:~ 1 SLAT I vt::· AND .~ON~ T1 T~T I ONAL ~t:.~Up~~~1~NT S •
AS I KNOW YUU AKt AwARE FROM

YOU

UWN UISCUSSIONS

WITH

AMERICAN LEADt:.RS, INCLUDING SEN~TURS ANU COhGH~SSME~,
THt UNlTtU STATtS IS-~OT AULE TO.UNUEKTAKt:. ADDITIONAL
FORMAL SECUHlTY ·cuM~ITMf:.NTS~ UUTSlDt lhE fRAMt:.HORK Of
OUR FO~~AL TH~ATIES
ANU EXECUTI~E
.AGHtEMENTS,
...
~
·. -··-·
-·~
..
.. _

~ITH REGARD TO THE RECENT STATEMENTS MAUE BY SOVIET

REPRESt:.~TATlVES-10 PA~ISTANl 0F~I~I~LS ll~ KABUL CONCERNING
THE DU~AN!J LINt, .lf.THt.:SE IN FACT-Rt:.Pf<ESt:.r~T A CHANGE. lN .. SOVIET POLICY TU~AHD PAKISTAN; ~E wUULD-Of COURSE VIEW
~Htt·l WITH G~AV~ ~UN~~RN•
. ..
. -

WE WILL BE INTEKESTt:.U TO HAVE YOUR FUHTHEk Vl~WS ON
THE SOVIET POSITION~ F0LL0HlNG
WI!H SOVIET. ~~~~~~EN!A!I.VES·~ -

~OOR-FURTHtR CONVERSATIONS
........ ..

SECAEl

AUTHORIZATION OF THE EXECUTIVE SECRETAR

Department of State
iECI\ET""'"

4.
I~ AODITIU~ TO THE
~HUULD 5ttK TU CUk~~CT

SUBSTANTIVE POINTS A~OVE, YOU
lHt UlfFtK~NCE~ ~HlCh EXIST ~ETWtEN
~HAT l 5AlD lU AllZ AHhEO lN iNKAkA. 0~ MAY ~2 A~D-THE
lNTt~Pk~TATIU~ U~ lh~St RtMAHKS.CUNTAlNt0 lN bHUTTO'S
LETTEWS Of Ju~E 13. THt FULLOWlNb ~01Nl~ ShOULD ~t·MADt SO THAT- TH~
- - RtCURU WILL bE CLEARi
...

-

0 L1 R 1 NG tl Y wAS h I N G1 0 N C0 N SUL T A T1 0 NS ,

I Rt V.I C. '" E 0 THE
MINUTES Of T~~ CONVt~SATION ciETwE~N MlNl~T~k AZIZ-AHMEO
AN~ SECrlETAKY-KISSlNGtR.
OUR RtC~RU CO~TAI~S SOME
lMPOHTANT NUAN~t~ WhiCH, IF NOT P~EClbELY bHASPtD; COULD
LEAU TU MlSU~0~KS!A~UlN~S whiCH ~~ 80!H ~ANT TO AVO~~; -

ThE SECRETAHY INfORMED AZIZ AHMEU HE HAU TOLD THE
SOVIElS THAT ~E ~UULu HOLD THEM-HtSPU~SI~Lt FOR THE
USf:. MAOE Of.THEIK t.LIU1Pl-1£NT ANnlHEHt.,· AI'.U tSPEClALL.Y
IN PA KI~ TAN I - - • .
- ..
.
.. .
. •
••
•.
(BHUTJOtS LETTER TO THE PRESIDENT STATES: "DR, KISSINGER
MH. iHM~6 l~At H~ hAD SPUK~N-TD,,,~ROMYK·o i~ VEHY STkNG TFkMS lU THE EFFEC1 tHAT AN.lNDlAN ATTACK ON
PAKISTAN ~11M 5UVltT EQUIPMtNT ~OULO lNVITt A RLSPO~St
fROM THt UNiTtD
STAt~S,")
-- .. . . .
- ..
.
lNFOR~tD

THE SECRETAHY ASKED AZIZ AHMED IF Wt COULD ASK THE
CHlNESt HriAl THtlk H~SPUNSE WUULD tlt lf.PAKlSTAN IS
ATTACKtD. iH~ S~~RtTAHY ALSO lhDlC~TtO THAT A GE~~RAL
WAH FOLLO~I~~ A~ lNblAN ATTACK ON. PAKISTAN ANO l~VOLVING
THE SUV1ETS AND CHlNESt WOULD HAVt THt ~HAVtSl IMPLICATiONS
fOR THE WHULt Of. ASIA AND F~R u,s; POLitY lN THt AHEA, . . (BHUTT0'5 LETTER TO ThE 5ECkE1AKY STAlES: "••••I WAS
HE L I EVt [.) TU ~C. A-X f" RUt1 1-1 I< , ~ Z I Z ,."'A h ME U• : .t• HAT Y0 U PLAN Nt D T0
TELL Thf CHINE~t ~bOUT THE ACTION ThE UNITED STATts· ~OUL.D.
TAKE If THE SOVIET UNION ATTACKED CHINA fUH COMlN~ TO PAK1STANfS
ASSlSTt.N.Cf. IN TNt:. EVtNT OF AN INDIA~ ATTAC~ ON 1-'AKISTAN." .. ~HUTTO'S LETTER TU Tnt PHESIDtNT ~TATtS~· "Dri, Kl~SiN~ER.
, •• ADO~U THAT, 1~ C~lNA PUS~O TAt COU~TtR~UtSTIU~-AS ~0
WHAT THt UNlT~D· SlAl~S ~0ULD DO. IN bU~H AN ~VtNT AN- .
lNUIAN ~TTACK UN P~~lSTAN),-IT ~OUL0 ~~ ~~~OHMEO THAT IF
INDIA ATTAC~tu PAKlSTAN AND CHlNA-CAMt TO ITS HtLP ANOIF IN COt~SEUUt:NCf:. THE SOV!ET.UNlCJN AT'TACKtU CHlfiiAi. THE
. .. ..

-

.

~G~iT

\'

.- -

.

;j

---

;
.
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NOT TO BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT TI-fF. AUTHORIZ·ATJON <3F THE EXECUTIVESECRETARY.
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ARABIA,.
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AF'TF.:R H!3 RFMARKS TO ME ON THE HinDLE EAST, WHICH .
HAVE SF~N REPORT~D SfPARAT~LVi. I TOLD HIM THAT I WA~
ttNnER INSTRur.·pr-' 1 5 in ~-•AKE A NUMRER nF PiliN1'S TO HTM

·./ l
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~AID THE EYA: T P·ii~.\SFOLOC';Y 0~=' ,.HF' POH;"!'S I WAS
~NSTRUCTEO
~1AKE H-"0 BEEN WORKF.O Olli VERY CAREf'ULl.V
ANn THAT S~M~ OF THE POINTS TO BE tOVEREO WERE COMPLF.X,
rn>:;A!NING !MPnRTANT Nlll.'crs'. t
THAT IN
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LETTF.fiS FROM HIM TO
V(JII A.N!') THE PRi=&IprN"L oHLJTTO WAS ~BVlf'.lUSLV PLEASEO
T(j R~GFIVE T~IS f'.liRE!'"T COM"1UNICATION FROM VOU !N THE
Mlf'IOLE t:AST i AND iHE OPPOR"t'UN!TY IT GAVE HIM TO ~E
IIP-TO·f'l·ATE AND IN TOllCI:! WI'!' H yOU JUST BEFORE V! SIT HJG
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~RncESS

N~CFS~A~Y

CORRECTION

Aw BHUTTO ASKt~ !P HE ~OULn
~OniTIONAL

no

~01

KEeP

~F

THE RECORD.

THE COPY OF MY

POINTS THAT H~ HAn R~lo: WHIL~ I OBVIOUSLY
~ANT TO B~COME A PA~TV IN HIS FRICTIONS WITH

Az·-rz,'AHMtO,

! 'GA'VE HY·rt·tiV

··P£~·r-t!·S·~·l'ON

TO

no

\

SO THlN-KlNG ·

ThAT THIS ~OULn HELP TO SERV~ TO MAKE THE ~ECORO
r.oHPLETEI Y CLEAR F~R OUR OWN PURPOSE~. THERE WAS NO
I'IOIIBT !\UT TH 6- T HF. "LANNEn

~ER IOU$

I'H SCUSS I ON WITH ROTH

Jx·

AZ~z

SHAH! ON THE PLANE TO SAUDI -ARABIA

ON

HJn MY

A~MF.O AND Ar.Hb
60TH YQIJR LETTER

AOO!T!ONAL POINTS.

~" Yt:lU MAY RFS'l' ~SSIJREn, ~IOI~FVFR, THAT BHUTTO HOLDS
NO RES~NiMF.NT AT US ON THE I~SUES Y.NVOLVEO. YT IS A
r.U~PLETELY CLOSED ~UBJFCT ANO ~EST NOT RFFERREO TO
AGAIN ON ANY L~VF:L~
.
, ~, . . ,
RYP.OADF.
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P. BHUTTO·SA!D HF HAn PERSONALLY TALKEn Ta· H!S AMBASSAMO~
KARUL AND THAT HF RELIFVES THE ALLEG~D REMARKS WER~
"RtiTI-IF'ULLY AND ACCURt.Tt.LV I?EPORTr-o. HE $All) IT APPARFNT
THAT OUR JOI~T SPEr.ULATION ON THJ$ N4TTER rR~FTELS' WAS
PRnBABLY COR~EI':T~ RUT HE S_AID HE HAD GIYfN up ON ANY
~='FFORT rn C::E! ANY P!J'il Tc RfASSI!RHt-Ca ·R~1M nH· Gg"li:Hi ~
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t ~OHPFNSATE FOR THE DTS~U!ETING MANMUVEP nN THEIR PART
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AS TQO MANY TH!N~S HAD HAPPENEO JN f~E INTFRVAL (AN
ndUIOUS REFERENC~, AMONG OTH~R THINGS, TO RAN~LADERH'
~N HE WAS ~E~TAIN TH~Y WnULDN•i DO IT.
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REF:
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Pl\ 1 US, :<F
BnUTTO 1 S CiJl'ltit.NTS ON Hit.

f'f(.H,

SECTO

MIUCLE EAST

1~198

1, I SA~ ~hUTTU IN KARACHI ~N THE EVE Of HlS DEPAHTM
UHE FOR SAU0l.AKA~IA 0~ THt SUBJECT Of REt-TtL CONTAIN•
l,.JG you;-~: LtTn.;(TU nlM At~D INSTKUCTIOi~s-Rt.lJARi.Jlr~G-fH
ORAL 1-<t:.i'"\P,t<KS IN CUt-a;t::CTIGii ldlh PAST LtTTtr<S FROh
HIM TO YOU ~NU Tht P~ESlDt~T. THI~ Mt~SAGt ~ILL CUVtR
ONLY HIS Rt.MAkK$ ON-TMt. Ml~bLE ~A~T P6RTION OF YOUR-

l..E.TTER.

.

.
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2. UHUTTO SAIO Ht ~UULD BE MOST HAPPY TU PUT ACROSS TO
Tht. S~UOlS THt PL51TlVE VIE~S YOU EXP~ESSEU.IN yo0R
LETTER. ME ~A5 HlMS~LF !MnE~~tLY PLtA~ED TD NOTt. YOUR
tMP~ASIS THAT OThtH ~OY~S S~CH AS·O~ 1Ht SYHIAN PKU6LtM
AND THt PAL~~Tl~l~NS ~ttDED TO b~ TAC~Lt0, AND TH~ U~TEH•
MlNATIU~ OF u0TH Y~UHStLf AhD ThE PKtSIOtNT THAT lT·M~D·
TO bE SO, Ht HAD NU. OOUbLT WHAT~OtVtk-THAT YOU 60tH
MEANT ThiS ANU WOULD Lt~VE NO STO~E U~TU~~tU, ANO.AT WHAT"
EVEH E.~tK~Y ANO ttf~RT K~QUlH~o; !0 MA~~ lT SO,
.
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3, HAVING SAID THIS, HE THOUGHT THAT OUT OF OUR FHltNON •
~ HI p HE Huu~ D I ~ ~ L ~ s THA1 Ht:: D~ DN ' ! I H.1. N1\ 1 H~ N(i s \'c ~ u~
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~t ~lSHtD A~G THAT THt NEXT
Ef~U~T 5UCCt~Ub Ab-HtGARUS

STEP, ASSUMING
lht EGYPTIA~ ~HO~T,
~G~l.D !.tAU tu A~ l~~Abbt, ht ~AlU ~t ~tb bP~AKl~G A~ UNt
~~0 co~~lUtH~O HtLAllD~S ~ITH T~t US Ab VllAL A~D ~NO.
5Et.IEVL~ ThAT A~Y Sllo4CK I~ lhtM ~UULU ot ~ISAbT~UUS
~Jk PA~lST~N. 1~ THIS CO~TtXT HC THUU6HT YU~ AND TH£
PrH:.SIL:Jb,T niJULLi ~II.NT TCJ CtJ"'5ILEK Al.L t-ACt.TS OF tVtHY
P~~~Lfr, IN Tht MIDDLE .EAST AND ~E"nAP5 NI5 O~N PESSl~
MISTIC t~tL~~~S AoC~T ~nE FuJ~~~,PkE5E~T

4. BHUTTO SAID THAT, .I'IHlLE HE WOULD NOT MENTION IT IN
CONNECTION ~ltH-ANY 0~ TH~ SPtClflC5 Ht WAS AbOUT TO TELL
~ E , A/It 1.! ~~ 1.: f:J< L Y1 NG F AC Tu K I N n 1 S T1"11 rv K11\ G ~ Ab T1"11:. U~ r 0 ~ • ..
lUNATE Tlr1IN~ G~ OUrl CUMlNG ELECT1U~S ~S F~K AS THE-mlDOL~
~AST ~AS Cu~CtH~~U. HE SAlU ht ~A~ ~lH5l ANU fUHtMOST.
A POLITICIAN; A~U KNEH fiNST.HAND f~AT T~E tMOTlDNS-OF
PEOPLE H~D A ~D~~K D~ THEIR O~N T"AT tUULD NOT ~E lG~
~ul<i:.D1 P~RT.IC~LAHt.Y IN- A .DEMD~kAC~ ~U~M .AS OIJRS 1

5, ~HUTTO SAl~ HE hAD HIGH kEGA~D ~0~ SADAH AND THOUGHT
Tt1Al Ht: HA~ titl:.~;-- VERY ACCOr"d·'iOIJATli~G-. bUT Nt. SAID HE-- .
~QULO NOT Ni:.Ci:.SSARILY Di:.SCKlU~ 1HE CO~Ci:.S&lU~S ht HAD
MADE AS STATt~~~NSHIP bUT MOR~ As A~ ~CLOMMU0AT10N 1 H~
SAID (1) ht.lhLUGnT THE EGYPTIAN MlLllAkY HAD LUST THIER
t;IL.L TO FIGHT ANIJ SAI.JAT HAS H~D- TO TAKE. ThiS INTO. ACCUUNTT 1
A~D (2) THAT SAUAl h'S STAKlN~ t.Vt~jT~lNij, liN BUTH ~IS
-F I RST tn. D St. CUt~ I) AG;.a:. i:. ~~ Er~ TS T h r< ll UGii T Y0 UR GU0 D t F f 0 k T:; 1 T0 .
~i AKc P 0 S S I cLt. AN t C0 !"l UMl C tW 0 l"i T 0- l UHN AT lf-. "' T I 0 1\ S - AwA Y
- ..
fROM Th~ IS~AtLl PRubLt~. Ht SAID. ii) .AbDVt HAO INHE.R~NT
l~ IT THE DA~GtK THAT SAOAT COULD tl~-OVlKTnKO~N, ASREGARDS (2) AdOVt:.; HHUTTO HtMl~OEU ME. ThAT HE N~S fROM AN
U~DE~O~VtLU~I:.U tUUNTriY AND HE. K~Eh THAT.Th~ ECONOMIC
Ml~ACLlS &A0AT ~AS hOPING fOR JUST 6IUNIT HAPPEN OVER~
NIGHT, ~htT~~~ lN A-VERY RICH U~D£kDEVEL0PtU COUNTR~ LIKE
lRAh OR A VtRi POOR COUNTRY: bO T~t~E··~UULU ~~ hO G~t~T -QUICK
CHA~GE F~OM.POVli<TY FOk THE EGYPTIANS, ~FTtR A PEKlUO
OF G~EAT tXPt~TATIU~~ AND bUOYANC~, IN ~HlCH THE PUULIC
POSTURE OF ~GYPT-Ml~HT APPEAR T0.1UHN BtL~lCOSt Ok tVEN
C~AUVA~lSTIC, T~t LETOO~N ~hiCH wOuCo CUML hOULD AL.SOENDANGtk SAOAT~-lf hE TRIED TU HECOUP UY BOLD~ESS AGAIN
ON THE lSRAtLI FRONt HlSrMILilA~Y-·MiGHT. GET .RID OF RIH AS
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A P~ETE~T fOR ~OT FlGHTING AGAIN,
6. AS A CUNULLAKY TU ThiS SCE~ARIO HE S~E&.THE ISHA~Lla
S6Yl~G "UAS" lA~A~lC A~U UHUU F~K fNOUGrl VK STOP) AS
f\ £:. GMW S r u r< 1 n t:. R M.! Vt. ti t< t. 5 Yk l Ar Tn t. P fl Lt. ~ T l t; I A~~ ::; t E TC ,
(Mt ~~5 PUL1T~ t~UUbrl NOT TO SAY ::;Q BUT. I THl~K ~~ AAU
. Ou~ ELt.CTIDN5 IN Ml~U). THE~ HE ::;AIU l~t:.~~ ~OULO bE- .
A ~IVI~l~E tfftCl AMUh~ Th~ AkAbS. h~-T~uu~nT SAUDI
A~AblA A~O Th~ GuLl" ~TAlES ~OuLU TCLEKAl~ A STAlUS QUO
FOK A~HlLt ANU PU55l~LY IUN151A. M0kU~C9 MAYBE A~O SUOA~ Pt~nAP5. ClbYA nUULD DENOUNCE A~U ALbtRlA (UNLESS
~~ A~E ~~KI~G MUKt lNROADS.lMAN ht KNO~S lnt~t), lNAQ-Of
COIJKSE. i'>Ul.LU ~t. 1~ THIS CAi'iP. SYRlAi AND A!:)SAD IN..
PA~TlCULAK 1 ~UULU et:. INTt:.~SfLY TkUUuLtD, CMl~AFOIJLDNfT
LlKt. ll•·A~D lht SDVl£:.15 ~OULU ot AH0~~0 bMlLlNb LIKE
CHt.SH!Rt. CATSl - - .. ..
.
. - .

7. BHUTTO RlTU~NtD TO HIS EARLltR RtMAR~ THAT MIS O~N

~ttAY ~fff.CT !>Ut-'POkllt•G YOI.J~ VIE:.WS
ObV"lOUS-Of.lt:Rf'~If'··ATl!JN-1"'· HE .SJI.l,DHE EA~~~STLi HOPtD 15 PKED!CTIONS-·~tHt ~Ok~G, AS PEAC£
IN Trl~ MlODLt tAST hA5.&0 VITAL. TO ~5~ ANG lNDE~D-10-

PRED.lCTolONS wUULO lN I'IU
IN YOUk Lf.TH:R AND YOUR

PA~lSTAN AS ~tLL~·~uT HE SAID ht CU0LU ~~T ~0 bEYOND
THE HOLt Of T~YtN~ lU BE HELPFUl ~S PAKI~TA~ ~AS MU::;LIMN
At< Ao 1(; , .. AN 0 - THE. At\ At3 5 - HAD T 0 l'i A1\ E T i"' E l R 0 l'i NPOLICYr 6f IT- \'IAH Ot<-NtGOTlATIONSr .:>Tt::P t;;y STf.P Of<

bUT t\0 l

~ENEVA 1 Pt.A~~-~K ~A~lTU~ATlUN. .
- .
a. 1 SAID I ~AS lNCUURAGEO BY YOUk LETT~R AND ITS
UuVIOUS STktSS U~ Nt~ESSARY NtXT ~TtPS, Ht AGREED BUT
REMINUE~ Ht-AS A LAST THOUGHT T~AT lrlt l~~AtLI5 ~ERE.
VEkY S~ART PtOPLt~ 1 SAlD 1 SUS~EtT~O YUU K~E~ THEM
PRE T T Y
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9. MY CD~VE~SATIONS WITH HHUTTO ON THE LETTERS TO YOU
AND THt PRESIDENT FOLLO~lNG. YDUH lA~K HITH.AZlZ AHMED
W~NT wt~L. !N Vlt~-Of PA~T TA~~s ~ITh BHUTTU BY BOTH
YAlWI:3 At-•D ~,yst:L..r, TH!S IS-NO LDiiGt.K- A 'Ll.J'JNG SU.B.J.t::U
HERE. MY.NlXT Mt5~Ab~ WILL lHtRt:.fURt ~E P~lMARILY.TO
C0 MPl. ET f. D A~ l1 CL U~ ~ - TtH:. RECUR D 0 N . T H I 5 S LJ DJ t.:: CT,
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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION
Pakistan

PARTICIPANTS:

Aziz Ahmed, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs
Yaqub Khan, Ambassador to the US
Iqbal Riza, Minister, Pakistan Embassy
Iqbal Akhund, Permanent Representative to the UN
. United States
Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State
and Assistant to the President for
National Security Affairs
Alfred L. Atherton, Jr., Assistant Secretary
of State for Near Eastern & South Asian Affairs
C'
r-rn~.
Robc:rt B. <?akley. N_.,c Staff""'.rv

DATE AND TIME:

Tuesday, September 30, 1975
11:30 a. rn. - 12:15 p.m.

PLACE:

Suite 34-A, Waldorf Towers
New York, New York
Congratulations on your success in the Middle East.

Ahmed:

It must have been tough.
It was rough but not nearly as rough as since I came
back. We are -in a nihilistic phase of Congressional
behaviour. Of course, they are hurting themselves by
this since the really dan~aging thing politically would. be
to attack the Administration on domestic policy :rather
than foreign policy. What do they think they are doing?
In any event, I am relaxed since this cannot last.

Kissinger:

.' •

Look at the investigation of the CIA and everything else •
Subject to GDS of E. 0. 11652
~utomatically Downgraded at Two
Year Intl~l·vals and Declassified on
December 31, 1983 •
./

•

,.

.
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Kissinger:

It is typical of this stage of nihilism. I have refused
to allow them to call up Foreign Service Officers to
testify on what their policy recommendations were.
This would be like the McCarthy period. My decision
will cause a tremendous brawl.

Ahmed:

We have submitted to you two lists of arms we need.

Kissinger:

I hope the nuclear weapons are on the second list.

Ahmed:

They are on the third ~ist; we have the Pershing on
the second list.

Kissinger:

The Pershing issue is a big fraud. We never' had any
intention of giving it to Israel in any foreseeable time
frame. The people who are pushing all this are the
pro-Israelis who want to lock us into commitments to
Israel. But you didn 1 t want it anyway.

Ahmed:

No, only the nuclear weapons.

Kissinger:

The 1960 models a·re in surplus now so we should
be ·able to give you some--but I had b9tter watch what
I say since there is no telling what you might report
back to Bhutto.

Ahmed:

We are being modest and restrained in handling the
arms question.

Kissinger:

Do you have the n~oney yet?

Ahmed:

We will find it from Saudi Arabia. But we think it will
be easier to get answers first from you on just what
is available and how much it costs. Then we can go to
the Saudis.

Kissinger:

I can inform you that we have approval to supply you
with 24 TOW launchers and 450 n1issiles. You can
get started on a training program while awaiting
delivery of the rest. It is our intention to start slowly
on our new .Inilitary 1·clationship with you, concentrating

/

on defensive weapons, and get it going well before it can

..

'
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Kissinger:
(Continuing)

Ahmed: ·
Kissinger:

Ahmed:

Page 3

be disrupted. So let us not give any publicity to
the TOW's or the invitation we are extending to
your Air Marshal. Let us build up slowly but
steadily--with maybe some artillery next--weapons
that can reasonably be described as defensive.
We have been very careful in compiling our lists.
If you narrow the gap with India to 1 to 10 you will
be in good shape. Seriously, we want you strong
·enough so that India will be afraid to attack.

We want A-7 and other weapons in a hurry. India
might well attack us the 2nd or 3rd week of November
in Kashmir.

Kissinger:

·Ahmed:

Kissinger:
Ahmed:

Kissinger:

;

:....

Can they really attack there? I thought the terrain
\-~a:> "too rP~ged; and it would seem as aggression anyway.
According to the Indian Constitution, all of Kaslunir
is part of India. We can take them on in Kashmir
but they will fight us all along the border. We cannot
be certain but we think this will happen and we must
look out for it. If it happens, it will be a two-front war
with Afghanistan joining in anytime there is war with
India. But we can handle this with the A-7.
It has very long range and is an attack plane, isn •t it?
Yes. Are you saying it is not considered defensive?
It is a fighter as well.
I am simply stating facts about the plane.
We have been very interested in this plane for a long
time. We want about 110 of then~. We also need
weapons in a short tin"le frame since ordinary delivery
will never get them in our hands before the war in
November. We will do our best by ourselves but we
need ar1ns. It all depends on the USSR. The Indians
cannot n1ove without Soviet approval because of their
treaty which obliges the USSR to help India.

.

' '
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Kissinger:

The treaty is not so binding.

Ahmed:

Yes it is since if India is attacked, the USSR is
obliged to come in until the threat is removed.
Really, this would bring the Soviets in even if
India went first and we hit back. So whenever
India wants to start something, she must have
Soviet support. We think India will probably start
a war. Mid-November to mid-December is the
probable time. This year is unlikely, but we must be
watchful, and next year is more ce.rtain. If we seem
to be in trouble, the Afghans will join in. We have told
our chaps to be ready to do their best on two fronts
and not to expect anyone to come to their. help. Outside
help is a bonus and they should not count upon it. Iran
could stop the Afghans by n10ving some of its units up
to the borders but it would not do so for fear of the
USSR. So what they will really do to help us is
quesLiO!lc:tbl~. Nor ha.vc ·,-;e bee:;:~ able to get Chi~a
to as sure us of support. That is why we need weapons
off the shelf.

Kissinger:

We have serious problems with our own army on
rapid delivery. Don't you have a team coming soon?
We can discuss all this when they come in October.

Ahmed:

Thank you. That is the best approach. Also, concerning the Soviet threat, you know about the Soviet
Ambassador in Kabul. When Bhutto had the Soviet
Ambassador in Islamabad in to ask about this, he had
us all present. The Soviet Ambassador said he would
report immediately ·to Moscow and was sure it would
be cleared up soon. He would let us know. But he
has never returned. When our A.n1bas sador to Moscow
took it up there, the Foreign Ministry expressed
surprise that we would credit ·any such statement.
But when our Ambassador asked the Soviets about the
Durand line, they said they were "not empowered"
to discuss borders. It is not conclusive but it is
very worr.isome and worthy of note. We have informed
you and the Iranians and the Chinese •.

SEGRB'F./ NOD IS (GDS)
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As I told you in Ankara,. we would take a grave view
of Soviet machinations and you can.be certain that
the Soviets understand that. The Indian Foreign
Minister will be in Washington next week and I will
. tell him that any Indian pressure on Pakistan will
ruin Indian efforts at friendlier relations with the
United States. They are trying hard to improve their
relations with us at the present tim~, due to their
internal developments. It is nothing spectacular,
but it is interesting.
/

Ahmed:

Will there be a Communique in connection with
Chavan's visit?

Kissinger:

An agreed minute of the Joint Commissi"on meeting,
words but no real substance. The biggest question
concerning the vis"it is whether I will be able to survive
a dinner given by Ambassador Yaqub' s colleague,
·Ambassador Kaul. He insists upon m.aking som.e sort
of comment about each of his guests after dinner, and
since he takes at least half a minute for at least forty
guests, that is already twenty minutes and then he gives
a long toast in which h.e attacks United States policy.
It is very boring. The last time I was at one of his
.affairs he gave a toast saying that some nations like
economic power and some like 1nilitary power but
India likes spiritual power. I replied that I was surprised
that he came out with spiritual power since I had
expected him. to say India has chosen nuclear power.
In Bhutto's recent letter to President Ford he said that
Pakistan may have to adjust its policy to meet the
political realities in the area. What does that mean?

Ahmed:

There will be no change in our relationship with you
or with the Chinese, you can be sure of that.

Kissinger:

What is the Chinese mood?
We hope we can get more support from them. They have
been har-d to pin down. They defer to you so I hope that
you will talk to them about Pakistan when you go to China.

Si!SGRE'f'/NODIS (GDSJ
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Ahmed:
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What is their attitude toward the United States?
Last night, Chou gave me the impression that it
is about time something happened as a follow-up by
you to the Shanghai Communique. As you know,
they have been very cautious and patient on this issue
but for the first time I detected a bit of impatience.
In the past he has always said he-appreciates the
problems of the United States. This time he did not
say that and he hinted that China is impatient. But
they clearly want to continue to have good relations
with you.

Kissinger:

I will get eager on October 17 or 18.

Ahmed:

Will you also visit Pakistan?

Kissinger:

I simply do not have the time although I would love
it. On this subject, I notice that your Prime Minister
is excite.d over the visit by President Ford. You know
·we never -set a date for the visit and whethe1· or not
President Ford visits Pakistan is not dependent upon
what he does with India. We have a special relationship.

Ahmed:

Can he come in connection with his visit to China?
This was never planned and I cannot in:tagine how
anyone got this idea. You know how the Chinese are.
Certainly \Ve would never consider going to India or
even to Pakistan in connection with a visit to China.
It has always been seen as a separate trip. The
President m"ay visit Southeast Asia after China, perhaps
the Philippines. They need to be shored up after
what happened in Indo- China. Is it true that you are.
buying arms from North Vietnam?

Ahmed:

We have made some inquiries but there is nothing
definite. The article in Newsweek saying we are
interested in buying arms from North Vietnam upset
them. very much although the leak did not come from us.
We have no details of what they can supply and we have
made no decision but we are che"cldng. It appears that
almost everything belongs to South Vietnam. We shall
have to see what happens.
(GDS)
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Kissinger:

I do not know what they have to sell. Some things
in some categories but I do not believe they have
large overall totals. Also, I do not know what kind
of shape it is in.

Ahmed:

We are having more trouble with the Tarbela Dam.
Last year we had to empty the reservoir in order
to repair damage to the tunnels. This has been
fixed but it now turns out that the. river bed has been
scarred by closing the tunnels and this must be
repaired. This means a delay in refilling the reservoir
with a subsequent loss. of water for irrigation. We
had been counting on a good crop this year, especially
for wheat, in 1976 but it now looks as if we shall have
to wait for another year. Can you help us with more
PL 480 wheat?
What do we have already planned?

Atherton:

500, 000 tons in the pianning figure.

The same as

for India.
Ahmed:

Kissinger:

Ahmed:

We needed at least one million before learning of the
Tarbela problem. Now we need more.
We shall review the problem and see what can be done.
Who built the dam with which you are having so much
trouble? Repairing a big dam is a very tricky problem.
It was a FrencP., Italian construction with some participation by the United States. It is the biggest darn
in the world and they may have taken on n10re than they
could handle.

Kissinger:

We shall see what we can do with PL 480.

.· tl
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March 18, 1976

Brent:
The Paks and French are within a few
days of making a public announcement
of the conclusion of the arrangements for
the reprocessing deal. It will be even more
difficult to get Bhutto to consider backing
away after that occurs. State therefore requests
urgent action on this package. They would
like to cable the President• s letter Friday
or Saturday if possible.

David Elliott

,,J
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ACTION - 1625

MEMORANDUM

NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

March 18, 1976

S:SGRB'i'-

MEMORANDUM FOR:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

FROM:

DAVID ELLIOTT <f1.?;.
ROBERT OAKLEY (.~

SUBJECT:

Presidential Letter to Bhutto on
Pakistani Nuclear Issues

HAK has requested the President to send a letter to Bhutto asking him
to forego acquisition of a chemical reprocessing plant from France and
a heavy water production facility from the FRG (Tab B). Neither of these
facilities has any economic justification since Pakistan has only one
u..-a~Lu..M•
natural,,reactor and that does not use plutonlUm fuel. The purpose of
these facilities almost certainly is to put Pakistan in an independent
position eventually leading to the capability to produce nuclear weapons.
We have much less leverage with Pakistan than we had with Korea, and
unless we are prepared to withhold conventional arms and economic
assistance, we probably will be unsuccessful in halting Pakistan's
acquisition of a nuclear weapon capability. State might consider such
pressure or Congress might mandate it, but before we get to that point
we should exhaust the diplomatic possibilities.
HAK previously asked Sauvagnargues and Genscher not to supply Pakistan
with these nuclear facilities. The Germans have held up to watch developments but the French gave us a cold no. HAK' s talk with Bhutto in
New York last month also elicited a flat rejection and Pak Ambassador
Yaqub has reported to Bhutto that, in his judgment, the U.S. will not
apply economic or military leverage on this matter.
The proposed letter from the President to Bhutto is our best diplomatic
try and should be taken before we consider other possibilities.
RECOMMENDATION:
That you initial the memorandum to the President at Tab I, recommending
that he sign the letter to Bhutto at Tab A.
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1 b lieve that 1 underatand the diffieulti e t t my requeat
to you wt.ll pr aent to your Gov rnm nt. I would not raia
thia matt r
th you, ho ver, if 1 did not eon1id r it to b
ol th utmost importance. I
uld be grateful if you would
let me
ve your vie • on th
ointa 1 hav raiaed.
Sincerely,

Hia
celt ncy
Zulfik r
Prim Miniat r of the
lelamie
public of P kilt n
lal mab d
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

Dear Mr. Prime Minister:
I am writing to you in the spirit o friendship and mutual
understanding which has traditio ally characterized~
exchanges between our two Gov rnments. During your
visit to Washington last year, e held very productive
discussions and reached bro
areas of understanding on
matters of mutual interest. I am encouraged by the
openness of our relations
to approach you quite candidly
on Pakistan's plans to ac ire certain sensitive nuclear
facilities, a matter whic is of deep concern to my
Government.
I know from my disc sions with you that you share our
fear over the threat o the general peace posed by"unrestrained spread
nuclear explosives technology. My
Government has w corned your forthright assurances that
Pakistan will not ivert its civil nuclear development efforts
into an explosive program, and that Pakistan's nuclear
activities will b devoted exclusively to peaceful purposes.
ware, however, that there is considerable
apprehension n this country and elsewhere over the spread
on a national basis of the nuclear technology associated with
the develop ent of nuclear explosives-- specifically, uranium
enrichment heavy water production and chemical reprocessing.
Tp-htc4;, Se retary Kissinger stated at the UN General Assembly
last Septe ber the view of this Government that the further
spread o nuclear reprocessing facilities under national control
wHi-- ser· usly aggravate the problem of nuclear proliferation.
reason we welcomed Korea's decision to forego
·on of a national reprocessing plant. For the same
I am now writing to you to ask that you give serious
consi eration to the broader implications of this matter for
stabi ty both in your region and in the world. At this juncture,

- 3 I believe that I understand the difficulties that my req
to you will present to your Government. I would no raise this
matter with you, however, if I did not consider it
be of the
utmost importance. I would be grateful if you w
have your views on the points I have raised.
Personal regards,

His Excellency
Zulfikar Ali Bhut ,
Prime Minister f the
Islamic Rep

-------------------------------~~-
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 19, 1976

Dear Mr. Prime Minister:
I am writing to you in the spirit of friendship and mutual
understanding which has traditionally characterized
exchanges-between our two Governments. During your
visit to Washington last year, we held very productive
discussions and reached broad areas of under standing on
matters of mutual interest. I am encouraged by the
openness of our relationship to approach you quite candidly
on Pakistan's plans to acquire certain sensitive nuclear
facilities, a matter which is of deep concern-to my
Government.
·
I know from my discussions with you that you share our
fear over the threat to the general peace posed by the unrestrained spread of nuclear explosives technology. My
Government has welcomed your forthright assurances that
Pakistan will not divert its civil nuclear development efforts
into an explosives program, and that Pakistan's nuclear
activities will be devoted exclusively to peaceful purposes.
You should be aware, however, that there is considerable
apprehension in this country and elsewhere over the spread
on a national basis of the nuclear technology associated with
the development of nuclear explosives -- specifically,
uranium enrichment, heavy water production and chemical
reprocessing. Secretary Kissinger stated at the UN
General Assembly last September the view of this Government
that the further spread of nuclear reprocessing facilities
under national control would seriously aggravate the problem
of nuclear proliferation.
For this reason we welcomed Korea's decision to forego
acquisition of a national reprocessing plant. For the same
reason I am now writing to you to ask that you give serious
consideration to the broader implications of this matter for
stability both in your region and in the world. At this juncture,

- 2I believe your Government has an opportunity to make a
highly important contribution to worldwide efforts effectively
to forestall further nuclear proliferation.
My concern is not the reliability of the assurances of your
Government. It is that the establishment of sensitive nuclear
facilities under national control inevitably gives rise to
perceptions in many quarters that, under circumstances
which perhaps cannot even be foreseen today, non-peaceful
uses may be contemplated. Whether justified or not, such
perceptions could be by themselves destabilizing and undermine the mutual confidence and sense of security which must
be created if we are to build a system of international peaceful
nuclear cooperation.
These perceptions are heightened in Pakistan's case by the
lack of a persuasive economic justification for obtaining
sensitive nuclear facilities. For example, the experience
of the United States, as well as of ~11 countries with major
nuclear power programs, is that reprocessing of spent reactor
fuel is only economic within a very much larger reactor program
than Pakistan could contemplate for the foreseeable future.
I know that Secretary Kissinger has al_ready expressed
similar views to you on this matter, but I want to underline
to you my deep personal concern over the possible effect
of your actions in this area on our ability to sustain support
in public opinion here for our close cooperation on a broad
range of issues of interest to both our governments. I fear
that many in this country will be critical of Pakistan's
actions and skeptical regarding its intentions. Friendship
with Pakistan has enjoyed broad popular support in this
country among the public and in the Congress over the years.
However, Pakistan's acquisition of these sensitive facilities
would, I believe, arouse considerable criticism and could erode
this support.
With these considerations in mind, I hope that you will give
serious consideration to foregoing present plans to acquire
reprocessing and heavy water facilities until your future
nuclear program is sufficiently developed to establish a clear need
and until other alternatives, such as a multinational venture, are
thoroughly explored.

J
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I believe that I understand the difficulties that my request
to you will pre sent to your Government. I would not raise
this matter with you, however, if I did not consider it to be
of the utmost importance. I would be grateful if you would
let me have your views on the points I have raised.
Sincerely,

His Excellency
Z ulfikar Ali Bhutto
Prime Minister of the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan
Islamabad
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PDSID:bT HAS. S!lr.l' ;~,.9JION - 1625
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 19, 1976

-SECRET
MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

FROM:

BRENT SCOWCROFT

SUBJECT:

Letter to Bhutto on Pakistani
Nuclear Issues

/'22:J

Secretary Kissinger has requested that you send a letter to Prime
Minister Bhutto concerning Pakistan's acquisition of sensitive nuclear
facilities (Tab B).
Consistent with our long- standing efforts to prevent increased national
access to sensitive nuclear technology, we have asked France, the FRG,
and Pakistan to reconsider transactions involving national reprocessing
and heavy water facilities for Pakistan. If these projects were to go
forward, they would provide Pakistan with important basic elements
needed for a nuclear explosive program.
Secretary Kissinger's:.direct and forceful intervention on this subject
with Prime Minister B hutto last month was politely but frankly rejected.
We alsa have other reliable indications of continuing high-level Pakistani
determination to pursue this independent nuclear option. Our concern is
heightened by the obvious lack of economic justification for these projects
and the equally obvious Pakistani concern not to be at the mercy of India.
Although these facilities and their products would be safeguarded, it would
be possible for the GOP to contravene or abrogate any safeguards agreements, a possibility we must take seriously in view of Pakistan!s perception
of its critical security situation.
Even if Pakistan kept its agreements, its possession of a potential nuclear
explosives capability could by itself adversely affect South Asian stability.
Future decisions on nuclear issues by other regional states such as Iran
could be affected, and our own ability to cooperate with Pakistan might
be jeopardized as Congressional and public opinion focus increasingly on
the implications of Pakistan's nuclear activities. This has already been
raised with Secretary Kissinger in Congressional hearings.
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In order to underscore the extent of our concern, Secretary Kissinger

recently sent letters to the Foreign Ministers of France and the FRG
reinforcing the demarches already made with their governments (Tab C).
It would be most helpful for you to sign the attached letter (Tab A) to
Prime Minister Bhutto, reinforcing our request for reconsideration
of its present plans.
Bob Hartmann's office has cleared the text of the letter.
RECOMMENDATION:
That you sign the attached letter to Prime Minister Bhutto.
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ACTION - 1625
NATIONAL SECURITY COUNCIL

SECRET

March 18, 1976

MEMORANDUM FOR:

BRENTSCOWCROFT

FROM:

DAVID ELLIOTT <12-) .~
ROBERT OAKLEY \~'?z;

SUBJECT:

.

Presidential Letter to Bhutto on
Pakistani Nuclear Issues

HAK has requested the President to send a letter to Bhutto asking him
to forego acquisition of a chemical reprocessing plant from France and
a heavy water production facility from the FRG (Tab B). Neither of these
facilities has any economic justification since Pakistan has only one
naturalt---reactor and that does not use plutonium fuel. The purpose of
these facilities almost certainly is to put Pakistan in an independent
~osition eventually leading to the capability to produce nuclear weapons.
t.lr a~tU-"'--

We have much less leverage with Pakistan than we had with Korea, and
unless we are prepared to withhold conventional arms and economic
assistance, we probably will be unsuccessful in halting Pakistan's
acquisition of a nuclear weapon capability. State might consider such
pressure or Congress might mandate it, but before we get to that point
we should exhaust the diplomatic possibilities.
HAK previously asked Sauvagnargues and Genscher not to supply Pakistan
with these nuclear facilities. The Germans have held up to watch developments but the French gave us a cold no. HAK' s talk with Bhutto in
New York last month also elicited a flat rejection and Pak Ambassador
Yaqub has reported to Bhutto that, in his judgment, the U.S. will not
apply economic or military leverage on this matter.
The proposed letter from the President to Bhutto is our best diplomatic
try and should be taken before we consider other possibilities.
RECOMMENDATION:
That you initial the memorandum to the President at Tab I, recommending
that he sign the letter to Bhutto at Tab A.
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WASHINGTON
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MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT

From:

Henry A. Kissinger

Subject:

Further Demarches on Pakistani
Nuclear Issues

fJ::..

Consistent with our long-standing efforts to
prevent increased national access to sensitive
nuclear technology, we have asked France, the FRG,
and Pakistan to reconsider transactions involving
national reprocessing and heavy water facilities
for Pakistan. If these projects were to go forward, they would provide Pakistan with important
basic elements needed for a nuclear explosive program. We have reliable indications of continuing
high-level Pakistani interest in pursuing this option, and our concern is heightened by the lack of
economic need for these projects. Although these
facilities and their products would be safeguarded,
it would be possible for the GOP to contravene or
abrogate any safeguards agreements, a possibility
we must take seriously in view of Pakistan's perception of its critical security situation. Even if
Pakistan kept its agreements, its possession of a
potential nuclear explosives capability could by itself adversely affect South Asian stability, future
nuclear decisions by other regional states such as
Iran, and our own ability to cooperate with Pakistan
in the future as Congressional and public opinion
focuses increasingly on the implications of Pakistan's
nuclear activities.
SECRE':P/EXDIS
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France and Pakistan appear intent on moving
ahead quickly on the reprocessing plant despite our
previous demarches and my expression of concern to
Prime Minister Bhutto in New York. The FRG is temporarily delaying a decision on the heavy water plant
until France and Pakistan have responded to our
demarches.
In order to underscore the extent of our concern,
I have recently sent letters to the Foreign Ministers
of France and the FRG reinforcing the demarches
already made with their governments (copies attached).
I believe it would be helpful with Pakistan for you
to sign the attached letter to Prime Minister Bhutto
underlining our request for reconsideration of its
present plans.
Following my recent communications to the French
and German Foreign Ministers, and my decision to
recommend that you write to Prime Minister Bhutto,
I appeared before the Senate Government Operations
Committee on non-proliferation and nuclear export
questions on March 9th. In response to Committee
questions, I indicated that we were pursuing the issue of the reprocessing facility with the governments
involved.
I anticipate that these additional approaches
will prompt serious review before France, the FRG,
and Pakistan make their final decisions. If these
communications should not lead to cancellation of the
reprocessing transaction, they may at least contribute to the evolution of French and German nuclear export policy in more reassuring directions. I would
also hope that these efforts would enhance our ability
to act affirmatively in the future in preserving our
important continuing relationship with Pakistan.
Recommendation:
That you send the attached letter concerning
Pakistan's acquisition of sensitive nuclear technology to Prime Minister Bhutto.
-~C~~(EXDIS
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Attachments:
1.
2.

Suggested letter to Prime Minister Bhutto
Letters to Foreign Ministers of France
and FRG

SBCRH'!7'EXDIS

SUGGESTED LETTER

Dear Mr. Prime Minister:
I am writing to you in the spirit of friendship
and mutual understanding which has traditionally
characterized the exchanges between our two Governments.

During your visit to Washington last year, we

held very productive discussions and reached broad
areas of understanding on matters of mutual interest.
I am encouraged by the openness of our relationship
to approach you quite candidly on Pakistan's plans to
acquire certain sensitive nuclear facilities, a
matter which is of deep concern to my Government.
I know from my discussions with you that you
~

share our fear over the threat to the general peace

~
T""

~
o-

posed by unrestrained spread of nuclear explosives

3

~it

~l·a~
~oO'O

technology.

My Government has welcomed your forth-

right assurances that Pakistan will not divert its

His Excellency
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto,
Prime Minister of the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan •

•

Department of State
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civil nuclear development efforts into an explosives
program, and that Pakistan's nuclear activities will
be devoted exclusively to peaceful purposes.
You should be aware, however,

that there is con-

siderable apprehension in this country and elsewhere
over the spread on a national basis of the nuclear
technology associated with the development of nuclear
explosives--specifically, uranium enrichment, heavy
water production and chemical reprocessing.

Indeed,

Secretary Kissinger stated at the UN General Assembly
last September the view of this Government that the
further spread of nuclear reprocessing facilities under
national control will seriously aggravate the problem
of nuclear proliferation. This is why we welcomed Korea's
decision to forego acquisition of a national reprocessing plant, and also why I am writing to you to ask
that you give serious consideration to the broader
implications of this matter for stability both in your
region and in the world.

At this juncture, I believe

your Government has an opportunity to make a highly
important contribution to worldwide efforts effectively
to forestall further nuclear proliferation.
SECRE'i'/EXDIS
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-3My concern is not the reliability of the assurances of your Government.

It is that the establish-

ment of sensitive nuclear facilities under national
control inevitably gives rise to perceptions in many
quarters that, under circumstances which perhaps can
not even be foreseen today, non-peaceful uses may be
contemplated.

Whether justified or not, such percep-

tions could be by themselves destabilizing and undermine the mutual confidence and sense of security which
must be created if we are to build a system of international peaceful nuclear cooperation.
These perceptions are heightened in Pakistan's
case by the lack of a persuasive economic justification for obtaining sensitive nuclear facilities.

For

example, the experience of the United States, as well
as of all countries with major nuclear power programs,
is that reprocessing of spent reactor fuel is only
economic within a very much larger reactor program
than Pakistan could contemplate for the foreseeable
future.
I know that Secretary Kissinger has already expressed similar views to you on this matter, but I
want to underline to you my deep personal concern
..SBCnEPF/EXDIS
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-4over the possible effect of your actions in this area
on our ability to sustain support in public opinion
here for our close cooperation on a broad range of
issues of interest to both our governments.

I fear

that many in this country will be critical of Pakistan's
actions and skeptical regarding its intentions.

Friend-

ship with Pakistan has enjoyed broad popuLar support
in this country among the public and in the Congress
over the years.

However, Pakistan's acquisition of

these sensitive facilities would, I believe, arouse
considerable criticism and could erode this support.
With these considerations in mind, I hope that
you will give serious consideration to not proceeding
with present plans to acquire reprocessing and heavy
water facilities until your future nuclear program
is sufficiently developed to establish a clear need
and until other alternatives, such as a multinational
venture, are thoroughly explored.
I believe that I understand the difficulties
that my request to you will present to your Government.
I would not raise this matter with you, however, if
-&ECR1i:T/EXDIS
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I did not consider it to be of the utmost importance.
I

would be grateful if you would let me have your

views on the points

I

have raised.
Sincerely,

Gerald R. Ford
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Dear Jean:
I ~ writing you on a matter of profound
importance to our efforts to promote stability and
deter the spread of nuclear explosive capabilities:
the threat posed to those efforts by increased
national access to sensitive nuclear technology -particularly chemical reprocessing facilities -_.especially in areas. oj: c.onflic.::t,.~nc;l instability •

....

---

-

.
I have been heartened by the progress we have
made-since our Presidents met in Martinique in 1974.
The meetings of nuclear suppliers in London have
succeeded in strengthening and expanding guidelines
for nuclear safeguards and controls. ~ve take very
seriously their provisions for consultation,
restraint in sensitive nuclear exports, and encouragement of multinational alternatives to such exports.
We have applauded the active cooperation of France
which has made poss~ble the success of this effort.
....

I continue to believe, as I noted last September
to the UN General Assembly, that the further spread
under national control of reprocessin~-~acilities
will seriously aggravate the problem of nuclear
proliferation. 1-iy concern is all the greater in the
case of countries whose incentives to acquire nuclear

His Excellency
Jean Sauvagnargues,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the French Republic,
Paris.
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- 2 weapons are substantial. This is why we welcomed
Korea's decision to forego acquiring a national
reprocessing plant, and why we deeply appreciated
France's constructive stance which contr~uted so
much to our efforts. We have made emphatically
clear to the Korean Government that future US
cooperation should not hamper or replace its peaceful nuclear cooperation with France.
We are therefore at a juncture where we can
move to consolidate a pattern of restraint in
sensitive nuclear transfers while fostering effectively
safeguarded cooperation in non-sensitive parts of the
nuclear fuel cycle. It is in this context that we are
asking France to join us in an act of leadership to
deter or delay Pakistani acquisition of a national
reprocessing capability and to pursue, when the need is
clear, safer and more economic alternatives, such as a
multinational venture in the region.
In this connection, we have asked Pakistan to
consider cancellation of present plans to acquire a
reprocessing plant until its future nuclear program
is sufficiently developed to establish clear need and
until other alternatives have been more thoroughly
-explored.- I expressed my personal concern about these
plans to Prime Minister Bhutto. I must be frank in
pointing-out that-compared to Korea, Pakistan is
pursuing a much larger plutonium-production capability,
for which it has no economic need but it does have
considerable potential for being used either to counter
India's nuclear capability or to try to pbtain concessions
for not doing so. We must also face the danger of
contravention or abrogation of even the most effective
safeguards agreement if a nation finds this to be in its
national interest.
· I believe that I understand the difficulties that
my request may present to your Government. While I would
prefer that France participate with us in persuading
Pakistan to cancel its facility, it would help our efforts
with Prime Minister Bhutto if France could delay further
actions on this transaction for a reasonable period of
/ :;.·..;:·
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•

time. I believe that we can make no more enduring
contribution to international stability than a ·
decisive act to forestall further transfers of
national reprocessing capabilities, particularly in
circumstances where there is a substantial risk that
they might be used for non-peaceful purposes.
(

Warm regards,

Henry A. Kissinger
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Dear Mr. Minister:
I ~now that you are aware of our concern over the
Government of Pakistan's plans to acquire a pilot
reprocessing plant from France and a heavy water plant
from the Federal Republic.
I have personally discussed
the matter with Prime Minister Bhutto but have not yet
received a definitive response.
In the meantime, I
wanted to ensure that ~ou unde~tand the importance we
~attach to this matter, and-to~sk:that in reaching a
decision on this transaction, you take into account not
only the immediate risks \·lhich we perceive but sori1e of
the longer-term. implications which in my view must be
considered.
In reviewing the totality of Pakistan's planned
nuclear program, we find it difficult to avoid the
conclusion that there is a substantial risk of nuclear
proliferation. Neither .a chemical reprocessing nor a
heavy water production capability are needed to meet
Pakistan's civil nuclear needs. Both facilities would,
however, provide important elements in an indigenous
capability to produce nuclear explosives. iihether or
not Pakistan in fact chooses to produce;--explosives, I
believe the capability to do so would in itself
contribute to a highly unstable situation in South Asia,
with sharply increased danger that othe~ nations will

His Excellency
Hans-Dietrich Genscher,
.Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Federal Republic of Germany,
Bonn.
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feel impelled to take countermeasures.
In such
circumstances, there would inevitably be a greater
risk of conflict, which because of its nuclear aspect
could threaten the security of countries both within
and without the area.
I am also concerned that our long-term mutual
objective of developing nuclear power as an alternative world energy source may be prejudiced if we
fail to contain the proliferation problem. This has
been an important consideration in pursuing greater
cooperation among major nuclear suppliers. The
recent London Guidelines, in which the FRG played an
important role, are an impressive start toward such
cooperation. However, I cannot stress too strongly
the growing apprehension in this country about the
dangers of nuclear proliferation, and my own view
that unless supplier governments deal adequately and
convincingly with those dangers in pursuing peaceful
nuclear transfers, our long-term economic interests
as well as our security may be affected.
I am grateful for your Government's recent
decision to defer further action on the proposed heavy
water sale until we have received the reactions of
France and Pakistan to our recent approaches. As you
may be aware, we had hoped to seek deferral of the
French/Pakistani safeguards agreement at the recent
IAEA Board of Governors meeting in VienRa, in order to
allow us more time to convince Pakistan that it is in
its own interest not to acquire sensitive nuclear
facilities at this time. This did not prove feasible.
For Pakistan, an independent ability to produce
heavy water would be a critical link in an indigenous
fuel cycle which would give Pakistan the ability to
develop nuclear explosives. Therefore, I would

.

•
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appreciate your personally reviewing this problem
irrespective of what positions other governments
may adopt.
'
Warm regards,
(

Henry A. Kissinger
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I ~ writing you on a matter of profound
importance to our efforts to promote stability and
deter the spread of nuclear explosive capabilities:
the threat posed to those efforts by increased
national access to sensitive nuclear technology -particularly chemical reprocessing facilities -~especially in areas o~ 4onfli~~n~ instability.
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I have been heartened by the progress \ve have
made-since our Presidents met in Martinique in 1974.
The meetings of nuclear suppliers in London have
succeeded in strengthening and expanding guidelines
for nuclear safeguards and controls. We take very
seriously their provisions for consultation,
restraint in sensitive nuclear exports, and encouragement of multinational alternatives to such exports.
We have applauded the active cooperation of France
which has made poss~ble the success of this effort.
I continue to believe, as I noted last September
to the UN Gen·eral Assembly, that the further spread
under national control of reprocessing,--facili ties
will ·seriously aggravate the problem of nuclear
proliferation. Hy concern is all the greater in the
case of countries whose incentives to acquire nuclear
~

His Excellency
Jean Sauvagnargues,
Minister of Foreign Affairs of
the French Republic,
Paris.
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- 2 weapons are substantial. This is why we welcomed
Korea's decision to forego acquiring a national
reprocessing plant, and why we deeply appreciated
France's constructive stance which contr~uted so
much to our efforts. We have made emphatically
clear to the Korean Government that future US
coope_ration should not hamper or replace its peaceful nucl~ar cooperation with France.
We are therefore at a juncture where we can
move to consolidate a pattern of restraint in
sensitive nuclear transfers while fostering effectively
safeguarded cooperation in non-sensitive parts of the
nuclear fuel cycle. It is in this context that we are
asking France to join us in an act of leadership to
deter or delay Pakistani acquisition of a national
reprocessing capability and to pursue, when the need is
clear, safer and more economic alternatives, such as a
multinational venture in th_e region.·
In this connection, we have asked Pakistan to
consider cancellation of present plans to acquire a
reprocessing plant until its future nuclear program
is sufficiently developed to establish clear need and
until other alternatives have been more thoroughly
-explored.- I expressed my personal concern about these
plans to Prime Minister Bhutto. ·I must be frank in
pointing-out that compared to Korea, Pakistan is
pursuing a much larger plutonium-producti on capability,
for which it has no economic need but it does have
considerable potential for being used either to counter
India's nuclear capability or to try to pbtain concessions
for·not doing so. We must also face the danger of
contravention or abrogation of even the most effective
safeguards agreement if a nation finds this to be in its
national interest.
· I believe that I understand the difficulties that
my request may present to your Government. While I would
prefer that France participate with us in persuading
Pakistan to cancel its facility, it would help our efforts
with Prime Minister Bhutto if France could delay further
actions on this transaction for a reasonable period of

•
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time. I believe that we can make no more enduring
contribution to international stability than a ·
decisive act to forestall further transfers of
national reprocessing capabilities, particularly in
circumstances where there is a substantial risk that
they might be used for non-peaceful purposes.
(

Warm regards,

Henry A.

Kissi~ger
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Dear Mr. Minister:
I ~now that you are aware of our concern over the
Government of Pakistan's plans to acquire a pilot
reprocessing plant from France and a heavy water plant
from the Federal Republic.
I have.personally discussed
the matter with Prime Minister Bhutto but have not yet
received a definitive response.
In the meantime, I
wanted to ensure that ~ou unde~t~nd the importance we
_. attach to this rrrcrtter, and- to~a.s-k ·that in reaching a
decision on this transaction, you take into account not
only the immediate risks Hhich '\ole perceive but sorae of
the longer-term. implications which in my view must be
considered.
In revie\ving the totality of Pakistan's planned
nuclear program, we find it difficult to avoid the
conclusion that there is a substantial risk of nuclear
proliferation. Neither .a chemical reprocessing nor a
heavy water production capability are needed to meet
Pakistan'~ civil nuclear needs.
Both facilities \vould,
however, provide important elements in an indigenous
capability to produce nuclear explosives. Nhether or
not Pakistan in fact chooses to produe$.-explosives, I
believe the capability to do so \·JOuld in itself
contribute to a highly unstable situation in South Asia,
with sharply increased danger that othe~ nations will

His Excellency
Hans-Dietrich Genscher,
.Minister of Foreign Affairs of the
Federal Republic of Germany,
Bonn.
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feel impelled to take countermeasures.
In such
circumstances, there would inevitably be a greater
risk of conflict, which because of its nuclear aspect
could threaten the security of countries both within
and· without the area.
I am also concerned that our long-term mutual
objective of developing nuclear power as an alternative world energy source may be prejudiced if we
fail to contain the proliferation problem. This has
been an important consideration in pursuing greater
cooperation among major nuclear suppliers. The
recent London Guidelines, in which the FRG played an
important role, are an impressive start toward such
cooperation. However, I cannot stress too strongly
the growing apprehension in this c·ountry about the
dangers of nuclear proliferation, and my own view
that unless supplier governments deal adequately and
convincingly with those dangers in pursuing peaceful
nuclear transfers, our long-term economic interests
as well as our security may be affected.
'

I am grateful for your Government's recent
decision to defer further action on the proposed heavy
water sale until we have received the reactions of
France and Pakistan to our recent approaches. As you
may be aware, we had hoped to seek deferral of the
French/Pakistani safeguards agreement at the recent
IAEA Board of Governors meeting in Vien~a, in order to
allow us more time to convince Pakistan that it is in
its own interest not to acquire sensitive nuclear
facilities at this time. This did not prove feasible.
- .

For Pakistan, an independent ability to produce
heavy water would be a critical link in an indigenous
fuel cycle which would give-Pakistan _the ability to
develop nuclear explosives. Therefore, I would
....CO~lFIDEN'i'L'\L
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appreciate your personally reviewing this problem
irrespective of what positions other governments
may adopt.
'
Warm regards,
(

Henry A. Kissinger
r'
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Dear Mr. Prime Minister:
I am writing to you in the spirit of frien ship and mutual
understanding which has traditionally
aracterized the
exchanges between our two Governm ts. During your
visit to Washington last year, we h d very productive
discussions and reached broad ar as of understanding on
matters of mutual interest. I a
encouraged by the
openness of our relationship to approach you quite candidly
on Pakistan's plans to acquir certain sensitive nuclear
facilities, a matter which i of deep concern to my
Government.
I know from my discus ons with you that you share our
fear over the threat to the general peace posed by unrestrained spread of uclear explosives technology. My
Government has we corned your forthright assurances that
Pakistan will not vert its civil nuclear development efforts
into an explosive program, and that Pakistan's nuclear
activities will b devoted exclusively to peaceful purposes.
/
'ware, however, that there is considerable
apprehension n this country and elsewhere over the spread
on a national asis of the nuclear technology associated with
the develop ent of nuclear explosives--specifically, uranium
enrichment heavy water production and chemical reprocessing.
In fact, Se 'retary Kissinger stated at the UN General Assembly
last Septe ber the view of this Government that the further
spread of nuclear reprocessing facilities under national control
will seri usly aggravate the problem of nuclear proliferation.
For this/ reason we welcomed Korea's decision to forego
acquisi#ion of a national reprocessing plant. For the same
reason 'r am now writing to you to ask that you give serious
consideration to the broader implications of this matter for
stability both in your region and in the world. At this juncture,
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...
I believe your Government has an opportunity to make a
highly im.portant contribution to worldwide efforts effectively
to forestall further nuclear proliferation.
My concern is not the reliability of the assurances of your
Government. It is that the establishment of sensitive nuclear
facilities under national control inevitably gives rise to
perceptions in many quarters that, under circumstances
which perhaps cannot even be foreseen today, non-peaceful
uses may be contemplated. Whether justified or not, such
perceptions could be by themselves destabilizing and undermine the mutual confidence and sense of security which must
be created if we are to build a system of international peaceful
nuclear cooperation.
These perceptions are heightened in Pakistan's case by the
lack of a persuasive economic justification for obtaining
sensitive nuclear facilities. For example, the experience
of the United States, as well as/of all countries with major
nuclear power programs, is that reprocessing of spent reactor
fuel is only economic within 1 very much larger reactor program
than Pakistan could contell}plate for the foreseeable future.

£

I know that Secretary Ki singer has already expressed
similar views to you o this matter, but I want to underline
to you my deep perso 1 concern over the possible effect
of your actions in t · area on our ability to sustain support
in public opinion he e for our close cooperation on a broad
range of issues of/nterest to both our governments. I fear
that many in this .country will be critical of Pakistan's
actions and skep1{ical regarding its intentions. Friendship
with Pakistan ha/s enjoyed broad popular support in this
country among fhe public and in the Congress over the years.
However, Pak~i:;tan' s acquisition of these sensitive facilities
would, I beli~ke, arouse considerable criticism and could erode
this support. ·
With these considerations in mind, I hope that you will give
serious consideration to foregoing present plans to acquire
reprocessing and heavy water facilities until your future
nuclear program is sufficiently developed to establish a clear need
and until other alternatives, such as a multinational venture, are
thoroughly explored.

:
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I, believe that I understand the difficulties that my request
to you will present to your Government. I would not raise tiy.s
matter with you, however, if I did not consider it to be oft~
utmost importance. I would be grateful if you would let me
have your views on the points I have raised.
Personal regards,

/

His Excellency
Zulfikar Ali Bhutto,
Prime Minister of the
Islamic Republic of Pakistan
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April 14, 1976

Si3€RET/EXDIS
MEMORANDUM FOR MR. BRENT SCOWCROFT
THE WHITE HOUSE
Subject:

Transmittal of Bhutto Letter
to the President

The attached letter from Pakistani Prime Minister
Bhutto is in response to the President's letter to him
of March 19.
The letter was given to the Secretary by
Pakistani Ambassador Yaqub-Khan during a meeting in the
Secretary's office on April 12.
The Department, in conjunction with Dr. Eliot of
your staff and representatives of ACDA, is considering options as to possible further steps which might
be taken in pursuit of the objectives outlined in the
President's letter of March 19.

~~go~g~
rExecut1ve Secretary

Attachment:
Letter to the President
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PRIME MINISTER

Prime Minister's House,
Rawalpindi.
30 March 1976
Dear Mr. President,
I have given the most careful consideration to
your letter on the subject of Pakistan's decision to acquire
a reprocessing plant and heavy water facilities which was
handed over to the Foreign Office by your Ambassador on
March 21.

Let me assure you at the outset that, far from

being insensitive to it, we ourselves fully share the
serious concern about the spread of nuclear weapons which
permeates your communication.
In this spirit and mindful of the traditional
bonds between our two countries, I appreciate your candour
and welcome the opportunity to explain both the factual
position and our viewpoint on this matter
of far-reaching
.
importance to the economic viability of Pakistan.

As I

recollect our meeting in Washington and my deep impression
o~

your perceptions of the forces at work in this region,

I feel hopeful that our mutual understanding will not
fail on an issue which is of profound significance to us.
As you know, we have repeatedly and voluntarily
given categorical assurances about the peaceful intent of
our nuclear programme.

More significantly, we have accepted

iron-clad safeguards for every one of our nuclear facilities.
Lest these be overlooked, as I fear they apparently are, I
must recount some of the most pertinent facts which need
to be borne in mind in this context.
First, neither our nuclear programme nor the
plan to build a reprocessing plant constitutes a new decision
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or a reaction to what others may have done.
is almost two decades old.

The programme

We negotiated for a research

reactor from the United States under the Atoms for Peace
Plan in the early 1960's.
1965.

The project was completed in

Since then we have built a large nuclear research

centre around it.

In 1966, we started construction of a

Canadian-supplied nuclear power plant (KANUPP) which was
completed in 1972 and which supplies power to Karachi.
About that time, we also started discussions with France
for the supply of a reprocessing plant.

Agreement in

principle was reached in 1972 and the actual design work
was started in 1973.

What has happened now is merely the

signing of a formal bilateral agreement with France on
the supply, support and safeguard aspects of this facility.
This has been accompanied by the conclusion of a trilateral
safeguards agreement with the IAEA which was approved by
its Board of Governors last month.

It was a matter of

great satisfaction to my Government that these agreements
were approved by consensus and without opposition not only
in t4e Agency but in the European Economic Commission in

Brussels.
Second, we have gone beyond the normal IAEA
rules about safeguards and accepted the mo?t stringent
conditions from France, fully conforming to the guidelines
recently adopted by the seven nuclear exporting countries.
This is as convincing an earnest as any of our commitment
to use this_facility_exclusively for peaceful purposes.
I have responded favourably to Prime Minister Trudeau's
proposal to revise existing safeguards on KANUPP and, after

PRIME MINISTER

-3exhaustive discussions between the two sides, I am happy to
inform you that an agreement satisfactory to both is in
sight.

We are also in touch with the Federal Republic of

Germany with regard to the safeguards to be applied to the
small heavy water plant which will be barely adequate for
meeting KANUPP's requirements and which will not be used
for any other purpose.

Thus we have not only placed all

our nuclear facilities under safeguards but also agreed
to make existing safeguards agreements even more fail-safe
to satisfy the additional conditions laid dovm by the
nuclear suppliers.
Third, we have made a prolonged and unprejudiced
examination of the economic necessity of our nuclear
programme of which a reprocessing plant forms an integral
part.

Pakistan is especially poor in terms of indigenous

fuel.

It has, therefore, been hit hardest by the recent

energy crisis and the phenomenal rise in oil prices.

Vast

tracts of our valuable land have been rendered uncul tivable
by water-logging and salinity.
persists.

This destructive process

We must have the necessary power to sink and

operate at least one hundred thousand tubewells to deal
with this menace.

This is a demand superimposed upon the

accelerating energy needs of our increasing population
and the requirements of our growing industry.

If we do

not plan now with some foresight, we will find no answer
to a gnawing problem and we will face an appalling situation
in the 1980's.

For these plans to. be_more than visionary,

it is essential for us to embark now on a large-scale
nuclear power programme and, to this end, to build the
necessary infra-structure and facilities and to train

PRIME MINISTER

-4the required manpower.
Our sincerity of purpose, Mr. President, is
thus not merely ·a matter of verbal pledge but something
that is fully insured by agreements that are inviolable.
Unhappily, the same cannot be said of the nuclear
programme of our neighbouring country.

India, having

already exploded a nuclear device on our doorstep, makes
no secret of its intention to carry out a series of
nuclear explosions.

P~{istan

was threatened with cessation

of all supplies for KANUPP if we did not accept the
additional safeguards proposed by Canada.

On the other

hand, I am not aware that the supply of enriched uranium
to India for the operation of Tarapur reactors has been
discontinued by the United States or that India will be
compelled to accept safeguards for the unsafeguarded
Canada-India CIRRUS reactor which enabled her to carry
out its nuclear explosion in 1974.
I am not suggesting that Pakistan or other
countries should similarly be given a free hand to develop
unrestrained nuclear programmes.

On the contrary, we

believe that, for world peace and stability in our region,
the nuclear powers need to concentrate on India to prevent
i t from going forward with its plans to develop nuclear

weapons.

What is happening at this time is that while

India is getting away with the fruits of its 'fait

accompli',

it is Pakistan which is being treated with discrimination
and suspicion.

Our people see Pakistan, bound by alliance

with the United States, being subjected to pressures while
they observe India, allied to Soviet Union in a 20-year
" -~.
\ .;,
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.

military pact, being treated with consideration and deference.
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am sure that if the full significance of the

kind of safeguards that Pakistan has accepted with respect
to its nuclear facilities were fully known to your
Congress and the public, there could be no ground to fear
that they micht, in certain circumstances, be used for
non-peaceful purposes.

With these apprehensions dispelled,

one cannot imagine that the United States would wish
F~cistan

to reverse its considered decision, shelve its

nuclear energy programme and thus not only frustrate the
expectations of its people about their development but
also inflict lasting damage on their eipectation of
support from the United States in their legitimate
interests.
I have, of course, given serious thought to your
view that the establishment of purely national reprocessing
facilities should be discouraged and the establishment of
regional-facilities promoted.

Even before I received

your letter, I had taken advantage of the recent visit
to Pakistan of the Shahanshah of Iran to discuss this
matter with him.

He was agreeable to joining us in

converting the reprocessing plant in Pakistan into a
regional project.

We both will explore the possibility

of inviting one or two other countries in this region to
participate in this venture.

As I said at the outset, we

are thus making a constructive response to your concerns.

1ruf.·~~·~
dul{ikar Ali Bhutto
His Excellency
Mr. Gerald R. Ford,
President of the United States of America,
WASHINGTON, DC.
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March 19, 1976

Dear Mr. Prime Minister:
I am writing to you in the spirit of fricndsltip and mutual
understanding which has traditionally charactc:·b:cd
exchanges between our two Gover ~1cnts. Durit.g your
visit to Washington last year, we hdd very prodttctive
discussions and reached broad areas of understanding on
matters of mutual interest. I am encouraged by the
openness of our relationship t.o approach you quite candidly
on Pakistan• s plans to acquire certain scnsiti vc nuclc.~r
facilities, a matter which is of deep concern to my
Govermnent.
I know from my discussions with you that you share our
fear over the thr~at to the general peace posed by the unrestrained spread of nuclear explosives technology. My
Government has welcomed your forthright assurances that
Pakistan will not divert its civil nuclear developrr.ent efforts
into an explosives program, and that Pakistan's nuclear
activities will be devoted exclusively to peaceful purposes.·
You should be aware, however, that there is considerable
apprehension in this country and elsewhere ovc r the spread
on a national basis of the nuclear technology associated with
the developn1ent of nuclea;.· explosives -- specifically,
uranium enrichment, heavy water production and chemical
reprocessing. Secretary Kissinger stated at the UN
General Assen1bly last .ScfJtember the view of this Government
that the further spread of nuclear reprocessing facilities
under national control would seriously aggravate the problcrn
of nuclear pro life ration.
For this reason we welcomed Korea's decision to forego
acquisition of a national reprocessing plant. For the sam . .~
reason I am now writing to you to ask that you give serious
consideration to the broader implications of this matter for
stability both in your region and in the world. At this juncture,
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~be~;~ your Governn:cnt. has an oppor.tunity to make
g

<t
. :unportant contnbutlon to worldw1dc efforts ef1<'ctivcly

to forestall further nuclear proliferation.
My concern is not the ·reliability c·~ the ast>ur;;wces o{ your
Government. It is that the establishment of sensitive nuclear
facilities under national control inevitably gives rise to
perceptions in many quarters that. uuder circumstances
which perhaps canno~ even be foreseen today, non-peaceful
uses n1ay be contemplated. Whether justified or not, such
perceptions could be by themselves destabilizing and undern,.ine the n 1utual confidence and sense of security which rnust
be created if we are to build a system of international pcacchll
nuclear cooperation.
These perceptions are heightened in Pakistan's case by the
lack of a persuasive economic justification for obtaining
sensitive nuclear facilities. For example, the experience
of the United States, as well' as of all countries with major
nuclear power programs, is that reprocessing of spent reactor
fuel is only economic within a very much larger reactor program
than Pakistan could contemplate for the foreseeable future.
I know that Secretary Kissinger has already expressed
similar views to you on this matter, b\tt I want to underline
to you rny deep personal concern over the possibl~ effect
of your actions in this a rea on our ability to sustain support
in public opinion here for our close cooperation on a broad
range of issues of interest to both our governn1ents. I fear
that many in this country will be critical of Pakistan, s
actions and skeptical regarding its intention!'>. Friendsh:p
with pakistan has enjoyed broad popular support in this
country among the public and in the Congress over the years.
However, Pakistan's acquisition of these sensitive facilities
would, I believe, arouse considerable criticism anrl could erode

this support.
With these considerations in mind, I hope t1nt vou will give
serious consideration to fort!going present pl.\ns to acq11ire
reprocessing and heavy water facilities until your future
nuclear progran1 is sufficiently dcvelopc'l to establish a clear 1v:cd
and until other alternatives, such as a rnultinational venture, are
thoroughly explored.
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tJ.l.s , E."' eel t.en.c y
Z'ulfika1· ;'Ali .Bhutto
Printe rMinister of the .
l$lamie Republi c of Pah t;I.J.n

Islamabad
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PRIME MINISTER

Prime Minister's House,
Ravralp indi.
30 Harch 1976
I
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Dear hlr. President,
I have giveJ.:.. the most careful consideration to
your letter on the subject of Pekistan 1 s decipion to acquire
a reprocessing plant

~"'1cl

heavy v;ater facilities which was

handed over to the Foreign Office by your Ambassador on .·
March 21.

Let me assure you at the outset that, far from

being insensitive to it, we ourselves fully share the
serious concern about the spread of nuclear wea.-pons which
permeates your cornmunication.
In this spirit

e~d

mindful of the

tradition~

bonds between our two countries, I appreciate your candour
and \velco.r1e the opportunity to explain both the factual
position and our

view~oint

on this matter of far-reaching

importance to the economic viability of ?ru(istan.

As I

recollect our meeting in ·Jashington and r.1y deep impression
of your perceptions of the i'orces at Vlork in this region,
I

f~el

hopeful that our mutual understanding vlill not

fail on an issue which is of profound significance to us.
-"!""

••

As you knor:,
.•

voluntaril~'

given categorical assurances about the peaceful intent of
our nuclear programme.

,•

hcve repeatedly and

\'le

~safeguards

!.lore sit:;nificantly, v1e have accepted

for every one of our nuclear facilities.

Lest these oe overlooked, as I fear tney apparently are, I
must rec,ou..'l'lt some of the most perti:nellt_.facts which need
to be borne in mind in this context •

..

First, neither our nuclear programme nor the
plan to build a reprocessing plant constitutes a new decision
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or a reaction to ·•1hat others mcl.Y ho.ve done.
is almost t·,·1o decades old.

The

pro~:::'I!liile

\'fe negotiated i'or a rese::Lrch

reactor from the United ::itates under the ·.Ato!1s for Pc-:::.ce
Plan in the early 1960's.
1965.

The project \'las completed in

Since then we hc:.ve built a large nuclear resecxr-h

centre a:counci i

i;.

In 1966, ·we started construe tion of a

Canadian-su:;:>plied nuclec::.r po~·1er plant (K.ANUPP) which 'was·'
completed in 1972 a.lld which supplies po·:;er to Karachi.
··About that tine, we also started discussions v1i th France
.for the suppl:,r of a

rep::-o~ c:::::::i:ng

pla;1 t.

.:..gracrac:i.lt in

principle rtas reached in 1972 and the actual design \Vork
was start"ed in 1973.

What hz.s happened now is merely the

sigaing o:f a formal bilateral agreement Hith France on
the supply, support a.~d sa~eguard aspects of this facility.
This has been accompcnied by the conclusion of a trilateral
safeguards agreement with the lAEA r1hich r:as approYed by
its Board of Governors last month.

It ~as a matter of

great satisfaction to my GoYenment that these agreements
were approved by consensus c>Jld \'li thou t opposition not only
-xn the Agency but ilJ. the European Econorttic Commission in
Brussels.
Second, v1e have gone beyond the normal IA.:SA
rules about s~feguards 2nd accepte~ the mo~t stringent
conditions from France, fully conforeinz to the gnideliiles
recently adopted by the seven nucle;-o.r e:::portinc countries.
-: t

.

This
is as conYincing an enrnest e.~ ~1;:.1y of our cor:u;1i tment
.
to use this facility. exclusively for peaceful

purpo~es.

I hc.ve :c.;:~,pouueu i·avourably to .l'ri:ne •. lini~ter 1'rudeau 1 s
propo::::al to revise existinG saf~gunrdn on I~UnT.PP and, after
•,

'
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-3exhaustive diGcussions betr1een the

'GiiO

sides, I am h2.ppy to

inform you that an agreement

s~~isfactory

sight.

\'!i th

'lie are also in touch

to both is in

the

Germany with regard to the safeguards to be applied to the
small heavy water plant v:hich ·will be barely adequate for
meeting

Kiu:~ur:.t'

1

s

requil~e:nents

for any other purpose.

and which will not be used

Thus we have not only placed all

our nuclear facilities under oafeguards but also agreed
to ma.l{e existing safeguards agreements even m o r E 5
to sati ;:;f:,"' the addi ~.;io:::z-~ Cvll0.i ~.;ions laid dom1 by the
nuclear suppliers.
Third, we have made a prolonged and unpre j ltdic ed
examino.tion of the economic necessity of ou.r nuclear
progra'TI.r;J.e of \'lhich a reprocessing pl8llt forms an integral
part.

Pakistan is especially poor in ter:ns of indigenous

fuel.

It has, therefore, been hit hexdest by the recent

energy crisis and the

pheno~enal

rise in oil prices.

Vast

tracts of our valuable land haYe been rendered uncultivable
by

water-leggin~~

-::persists.

and salinity.

This destructive process

i'le must have the necessary po•;,'er to sink and

·operate at least one hundred thou::.2.11d tttbewells to deal
with this menace.

This is a dem~"ld superimposed upon the

accelerating energy needs of our increasing population
e>Jld the requirer.1ents of our
not

pl~

~rov1in;

industry.

If r;e do

nov: with some foresi.Y.,t, we will find no ansr;er ·

to a t,"lfawin.:; pro blen and \"le v1ill face an appalling situation
in the 1980's.
~ 1i ~s

l!,or these

pl~s

to_ be. more than

visionc..~y,

essential !·or us to embark novr on a laree-scale

nuclear power proc;ramrne and, to this end, to build the
necessary in£ra-structure and facilities and to train

.-

~
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-4the required manpo·::er.
Ou.r sincerity of purpose, Mr. President, is
thus not raerely a matt'3r of verbal pledge hnt somet~~~g
that is fully insured by agreements thnt are in·.rio1a.cle.
Unhappily, the sQue cru1not be said of the nuclear
programme of our neighbouring countr.-r.

Ind:i.R: h~vi.'Yl~

already exploded a nucle~ device on our doorstep, makes
no secret of its i~tention to carry out a series of
nuclear explosions.

Pakistan v:as threatened with cessation

of all SU:,?plicn for IU::u?? if we did not accept the
additional safeguards proposed by Ca.llada. · On the other
hand, I

a:1

not a';;are tl1nt the supply of enriched uraniun

to India for the operation of Tarapur reactors has been
discontinued by the United States or that India will be
compelled to accept safeguards for the unsafeguarded
Canada-India CIRRUS ree.ctor which en3.bled her to carry
out its nuclear e~~losion in 1974.
I am not suggesting that Pakistan or other
countries should sbnilarly be given a free hru1d to develop

-· ..unrestrained

nuclear proeram.mes.

On the contrary, v1e

·believe that, for world peace and stability in our region,
the nuclear powers need to concentrate on India to prevent
it from going forward v:i th its plans to develop nuclear
weapons.

What is happe:.ting at this time is that while

India is cettinc a\/a:y with the frui ~.::; of its 'fait

acco:1:_;;li' ,

it is l?a.kiston nhich is being treated wl th discri111ination
and suspicion.

Our people .see Pakistan, bound by alliance

with the United States, being sub;i e:cted to !_)'Y'Pf~sn.res v:ll.ilc
they observe India, allied to Soviet Union in a 20-year
milito.ry pact, being treated with consideration and deference •

...,:~~
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am sure that if the full significance of the

I

kind of safeguards the.t Pclcistan has accepted with respect
to its nu.cleo.r facilities r:erc fQlly J:no·::n to :rottr
Congress and the public, there could be no ground to fear

in certain

mi~ht,

that they

circ~stances,

be used for

r"\"'f"\10'\~!"\l·H•'\.V\r"i""',....,....
- · - - j..~- .......... ·~- ... .,..; ~ ... v .. - -

,.1~ r."""n1 1 1"'\~
""""'-- .,_"" ....,. _. __ _.- J

one cannot imagine th2.t the Uni ~ced Jt2. tes would v;ish
. Pakista..'1 to reverse i tz co:1sidered
~1us

shelve its

not only frustrate the

expectations of its people about their development but
also inflict lasting cieiJaGe on their e::c.l?ectation of
support from the United 0t2.tes in their legitim2.te
interests.
I have, of courne, given serious thought to yov..:r

view that the establislliJ.ent of pu:cely national reprocessing
facilities should be discouraged and the. estabJ.is:b..men t of
regional facilities

pro~oted.

Even before I received

your letter, I had tal-cen adva.'1tage of the recent visit
to Pakistan of the Shahanshah of Iran to discuss this
matter ni th hL11.

He V-ias agreeable to joining us in

convertinG the reprocessing plant in ?akir-ota..'1 into a
regional project.

Yie both will explore the possibility

of inviting one or tv:o other countries in this region to
participate in this venture.
are thus :1d:in.:;

2.

co!"l.s tructi ve

As I said at the outset, we
rcc;~o:r:::oc

to you:;:- concer;1s.

rli s J:iXC e.L.l ency
l'llr. Gernld R. Ford,
President of the United States of Ame:cica,
WASiiiiTG~o:;,
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Washington,

D.C.

20520

April 14, 1976

-s&CRET/EXDIS
MEMORANDUM FOR MR. BRENT SCOWCROFT
THE WHITE HOUSE
Subject:

Transmittal of Bhutto Letter
to the President

The attached letter from Pakistani Prime Minister
Bhutto is in response to the President's letter to him
of March 19. The letter was given to the Secretary by
Pakistani Ambassador Yaqub-Khan during a meeting in the
Secretary's office on April 12.
The Department, in conjunction with Dr. Eliot of
your staff and representatives of ACDA, is considering options as to possible further steps which might
be taken in pursuit of the objectives outlined in the
President's letter of March 19.

1-/go.rg~t}.;l
rExecut1ve Secretary

Attachment:
Letter to the President

SECJm!Il/EXDIS
GDS

~ .3(tJ/of

'.

PRIME MINISTER

Prime I1linister' s House,
Rawalpindi.
30 March 1976

Dear Mr. President,
I have given the most careful consideration to
your letter on the subject of Pakistan's decision to

ac~uire

a reprocessing :plant and heavy water facilities which was
handed over to the Foreign Office by your Ambassador on
March 21.

Let me assure you at the outset that, far from

being insensitive to it, vie ourselves fully share the
serious concern about the spread of nuclear weapons which
:permeates your communication.
In this spirit and mindful of the traditional
bonds between our two countries, I appreciate your candour
and welcome the opportunity to explain both the factual
:position and our viewpoint on this matter of far-reaching
importance to the economic viability of Pakistan.

As I

recollect our meeting in Washington and my deep impression
of your :perceptions of the .forces at work in this region,
I feel hopeful that our mutual understanding ·will not
fail on an issue which is o.f :profound

si~1ificance

to us.

As you know, we have repeatedly and voluntarily
given categorical assurances about the :peaceful intent of
our nuclear :programme.

IJore significantly, we have accepted

iron-clad safeguards for every one of our nuclear facilities.
Lest these be overlooked, as I fear they apparently are, I
must recou..11t some of the most :pertinent facts which need
to be borne in mind in this context.
First, neither our nu.clear p:r:ocrromne nor the
pl!lll to bt1.ild a rep roc es::ir..g plant
DBCLASSIPIBI>
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or a reaction to what others may have done.

is almost two decades old.

The programme

We negotiated for a research

reactor from the United States under the Atoms for Peace
Plan in the early 1960's.
1965.

The project was completed in

Since 'then we have built a large nuclear research

centre around it.

In 1966, we started construction of a

Canadian-supplied nuclear poYler plant (KANUPP) which was
completed in 1972 and which supplies po·ser to Karachi.
About-that time, we also started discussions with France
for the supply of a reprocessing plant.

Agreement in

principle was reached in 1972 and the actual design work
was started in 1973.

Vfuat has happened now is merely the

signing of a formal bilateral agreement wi tb. France on
the supply, support and safeguard aspects of this facility.
This has been

accompe~ied

by the conclusion of a trilateral

safeguards agreement with the IAEA which was approved by
its Board of Governors last month.

It was a matter of

great satisfaction to my Government that these agreements
were approved by consensus and without opposition not only
in the Agency but in the European Economic Commission in
Brussels.
Second, we have gone beyond the normal IAEA
rules about safeguards and accepted the mo?t stringent
conditions from France, fully conforming to the guidelines
recently adopted by the seven nuclear expor-:liing countries.
This is as convincing an earnest as any of our commitment
to use this facility_exclusively for peaceful purposes.
I h2..ve re s:vonded favourably to Prin1e l·Iinister Trv.deau.' s
proposal to revise.existing safeguards on KMnJ.PP and, after
I~"
:' {:)
,...l

£..
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-3exhaustive discussions bet·ween the two sides, I am happy to
inform you that an agreement satisfactory to both is in
sight.

We are also in touch with the Federal Republic of

Germany with regard to the safeguards to be applied to the
small heavy water plant v;l).ich will be barely adequate for
meeting KAJ:f(JPP' s requirements and which will not be used
for any other purpose.

Thus we have not only placed all

our nuclear facilities under safeguards but also agreed
to

m~ce

existing safeguards agreements even more fail-safe

to satisfy the additional conditions laid dovm by the
nuclear suppliers.
Third, we have made a prolonged and unprejudiced
examination of the economic necessity of our nuclear
programme of which a reprocessing plant forms an integral
part.

Pakistan is especially poor in terms of indigenous

fuel.

It has, therefore, been hit hardest by the recent

energy crisis and the phenomenal rise in oil prices.

Vast

tracts of our valuable land have been rendered uncultivable
by water-logging and salinity.
persists.

This destructive process

We must have the necessary pov;er to sink and

operate at least one hundred thousand tubewells to deal
with this menace.

This is a demand superimposed upon the

accelerating energy needs of our increasing population
and the requirements of our growing industry.

If we do

not plan now with some foresight, we will find no answer
to a gnawing problem and we will face an appalling situation
in the 1980's.

For these plans to be more than visionary,

it is esoential for us to embark now on a large-scale
nuclear power proe;ramme arid, to this end, to build the~, 0,,.,
·....-~.-... .;·. .
~

~

necessary infra-structure,and facilities and to train
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-4the required manpo·;:er.
Our sincerity of purpose, Mr. President, is
thus not merely a matter of verbal pledge but something
that is fully insured by agreements that are inviolable.
Unhappily, the same cannot be said of the nuclear
programme of our neighbouring country.

India, having

already exploded a nuclear device on our doorstep, makes
no secret of its intention to carry out a series of
nuclear explosions.

Pakistan v1as threatened with cessation

of all supplies for KANUJ?P' i f we did not accept the
additional safeguards proposed by Canada.

On the other

hand, I am not aware that the supply of enriched uranium
to India for the operation of Tarapur reactors has been
discontinued by the United States or that India will be
compelled to accept safeguards for the unsafeguarded
.Canada-India CIRRUS reactor which enabled her to carry
out its nuclear explosion in 1974.
I am not suggesting that Pakistan or other
countries should similarly be given a free hand to develop
unrestrained nuclear programmes.

On the contrary, we

believe that, for world peace and stability in our region,
the nuclear powers need to concentrate on India to prevent
it from going forward with its plans to develop nuclear
weapons.

What is happening at this time is that while

India is getting away with the fruits of its 'fait

accompli',

it is Pakistan which is being treated with discrimination
and suspicion.

Our people see Pru(istan, bound by alliance

with the United States, being subjected to pressures while
·<

they observe India, allied to Soviet Union in a 20-year
military pact, being treated with consideration and deference.
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am sure that

i f the full significance of the

kind of safeguards that Pakistan has accepted with respect
to its nuclear facilities were fully

kno~~

to your

Congress and the public, there could be no ground to fear
that they might, in certain circumstances, be used for
non-peaceful purposes.

With these apprehensions dispelled,

one cannot imagine that the United States would vvish
Prucistan to reverse its considered decision, shelve its
nuclear energy programme and thus not only frustrate the
expectations of its people about their development but
also inflict lasting damage on their expectation of
support from the United States in their legitimate
interests.
I have, of course, given serious thought to your
view that the establishment of purely national reprocessing
facilities should be discouraged and the establishment of
regional facilities promoted.

Even before I received

your letter, I had taken advantage of the recent visit
to Prucistan of the Shallanshah of Iran to discuss this
matter with him.

He was agreeable to joining us in

converting the reprocessing plant in Pakistan into a
regional project.

We both will explore the possibility

of inviting one or tr:o other c.ountries in this region to
participate in this venture.

As I said at the outset, we

are thus making a constructive response to your concerns.

17_~~-~;
tlulfikar Ali Bhutto
His Excellency
lvlr. Gerald R. Ford,
President of the United States of America,
WASHINGTON, DC. ·
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